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Integrating cluster analysis with MCDM methods for the evaluation
of local agricultural production

Nuri Omurbek1, Onur Akcakaya2,∗ and Ezgi Dilan Urmak Akcakaya2
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Abstract. This study aims to cluster Turkish cities based on their local agricultural production and
rank them in terms of performance by combining cluster analysis and multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) methods. In this context, a three-phase methodology is developed. In the first phase, Ward’s
method is utilized to cluster cities according to agricultural production characteristics. In the second
phase, the objective criteria weights are determined using the Criteria Importance Through Intercriteria
Correlation technique (CRITIC). In the third phase, to rank the clusters in terms of performance, the
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method is applied. Due
to the results, the 81 cities are divided into six clusters in terms of agricultural production features.
The cluster with the highest performance is Cluster 6, in which Konya is alone. Cluster 4, which
includes Antalya and Mersin, follows this cluster. Cluster 1 with 25 cities and Cluster 2 with 19
cities are the clusters with the lowest results. The results show that only a few cities such as Konya,
Antalya, and Mersin are generating more than tens of them in combination. These findings reveal that
local governments should reconsider their agricultural programs and develop new strategies under the
direction of the central government.

Keywords: Cluster analysis, local governments, multi-criteria decision-making, performance measure-
ment, urban agriculture
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1. Introduction

Agriculture has long been regarded as a rural activity. However, this has started to change
since the discovery of its potential. Agriculture provides significant advantages to the urban
economy such as bringing money to farmers and providing food for citizens. It also makes a
critical contribution to urban food security [35].

The identification of the basic drivers of agricultural production is absolutely required to
create effective public policy [29]. Measuring performance is also important in this regard. The
primary goal of performance evaluation is to achieve effective and efficient project performance
by providing an information flow to project management at each stage [28]. This helps decision-
makers to decide how to increase effectiveness and efficiency with the available resources [14].

In this context, this paper aims to cluster Turkish Cities according to their local agricultural
production and to rank them in terms of performance by using cluster analysis and multi-criteria
decision-making (MCDM) methods in an integrated way. This aim includes two main objectives.

∗Corresponding author.

http://www.hdoi.hr/crorr-journal ©2021 Croatian Operational Research Society
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The initial step is to look for cities with similar production characteristics. As a result, units
in the same cluster will be able to cooperate more effectively in the future in terms of decision-
making and implementation. The second objective is to determine the best performance among
all clusters. Thus, it is expected that the performance distribution of agricultural production
throughout the country can be defined by local units. This may provide the local units with the
advantage of determining their current positions, as well as strengthen the competition among
themselves.

To achieve these two goals, first, we construct the nine agricultural production criteria,
based on the literature, expert opinions, and data availability. The data set for each criterion
is collected from the database of the Turkish Statistical Institute (TUIK). It includes values
belonging to nine agricultural production criteria between 2007-2018. At the clustering phase,
we converted the annual data into average because using only one year’s data would not be
logical for the evaluation.

The availability of data is an additional factor in determining the criteria because it is
not easy to find quality and regular data for certain criteria. For instance, the criterion of
the amount of vegetables and fruits produced in the greenhouse is not accessible for all cities.
Hence, we had to eliminate some criteria. Also, no data exists for some agricultural activities
such as the fishing industry.

In this context, we develop a three-step approach that combines Ward’s, the Criteria Im-
portance Through Intercriteria Correlation Technique (CRITIC), and the Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) methods. In the first phase, Ward’s method
is used to find the most similar couple of clusters. In the second phase, CRITIC is utilized for
determining the objective weights of agricultural production indicators, and in the third phase,
TOPSIS is used to evaluate in terms of their performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes a review of the
literature on related studies. Section 3 presents the information about the data used in the
paper. Section 4 lays out a detailed description of the methodology. The empirical application
is given in Section 5 by utilizing the application steps. In this section, results are also presented.
Finally, Section 6 discusses the findings, provides concluding remarks, and makes suggestions
for future studies.

2. Literature Review

Similar to this study, some decision-making problems require additionally classifying alterna-
tives based on similar characteristics, so additional methods may be required. Cluster analysis
is a useful method for such situations because it can predetermine the clusters that consist
of similar objects [11]. Cluster analysis has been used in studies from across various research
fields, such as in reviewing applications of cluster analysis in marketing and presenting alter-
native methods of cluster analysis [34]; exploring host communities’ perceptions of tourism
[33]; comparing spectral, hierarchical and k-clustering in e-nose data-sets [16]; determining the
efficiency of at regulation on greenhouse gas emissions [2]; determining the impact of dimen-
sionality reduction on stock in distinct market situations [13]; and the analysis of water quality
[10]. One of the widespread hierarchical clustering techniques is Ward’s method [39]. Ward’s
method has been applied in many studies, such as in comparing various clustering methods
for the clustering of mixed-mode data [9], analyzing healthcare systems [24], comparing two
clustering methods in portfolio management [20], developing software for data analysis [26],
and researching combinations of distance metrics and hierarchical clustering criteria [42].

MCDM methods are applicable to solving decision-making problems [23]. Recently, they
have become increasingly popular in decision-making with multi-dimensional attributes [38].
TOPSIS is one of the MCDM methods and it is widely used, either separately or integrated
with other methods, to solve at multitude of decision-making problems. It has been utilized in a
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large number of studies, such as with compromise solutions [30], researching the applications of
TOPSIS [5], measuring the efficiency of economic sectors [4], selecting suppliers [22], selecting
a location for a liquefied natural [3], assessing sustainable housing affordability [25], evaluating
the ecological-economic efficiency of innovations in green technology [37], selecting an optimal
road safety composite index [36], assessing integrated flood vulnerability [41], and selecting
biological nano-materials [43].

In multi-criteria decision-making models, determining criteria weight coefficients is a critical
step. The CRITIC approach is one of the most extensively utilized and well-known objective
methods. It is a correlation approach that determines criteria contrasts by using the standard
deviation of ranking criteria values of alternatives per column, as well as the correlation coef-
ficients of all paired columns [44]. The CRITIC Method has been used in a large number of
decision-making studies to determine objective weights [27, 31, 40].

3. The Data

In this section, we purpose to provide a series of data to cluster and evaluate the cities in Turkey
in terms of agricultural production criteria. Based on the literature, expert opinions, and data
availability, we constructed the nine criteria, as follows: (C1) The number of cattle (pcs), (C2)
the value of live animals (thousand Turkish Lira [TL]), (C3) the value of animal production
(thousand TL), (C4) the agricultural production value (TL per capita), (C5) the number of
small cattle (pcs), (C6) the production amount of cereals and other plant products (ton), (C7)
the total cultivated agricultural area (hectare), (C8) the total value of agricultural production
(thousand TL), (C9) and the total value of plant production (thousand TL). For convenience,
we gave codes to the criteria in the methodology. The data set for each criterion is collected
from the database of TUIK.

4. Methodology

This section aims to lay out the methodology of the paper. We develop a three-step approach
integrating cluster analysis and MCDM methods. The methodology applied in this study is
given in Figure 1.

Phase I: Clustering
The data was collected from the database of TUIK and the average data was calculated between 2007-2018.

Utilizing Ward’s method, all cities were clustered according to their agricultural production features.

Phase II: Weighting
CRITIC method is used for determining the objective weights of agricultural production indicators.

Phase III: Ranking
Clusters were evaluated in terms of agricultural production performance, by applying the TOPSIS method.

Figure 1: Three-Step Approach

4.1. Ward’s Method

Ward’s method is a common hierarchical clustering method that composes clusters so that the
variance within the clusters is minimal. It determines a cluster as a gathering of objects such
that the error sum of squares amongst the members of each cluster is minimal [6].

The treatment of Ward’s method can be summarized briefly as follows. Firstly, it is assumed
that there are N elements to a cluster. It starts with N clusters consisting of one entity. Then,
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the similarity matrix is searched for the most similar pairs, and by combining them the number
of clusters is reduced to one. These steps are applied until all clusters are obtained [15].

4.2. CRITIC Method

The steps of the CRITIC method are as follows [8]:

Step 1: Structure of the decision matrix

Consider a decision matrix, X = [xij ]m×n, where xij is the performance measurement of
the i-th alternative in respect to the j-the criterion.
m : is the number of alternatives
n : is the number of criteria

Step 2: Normalization of the decision matrix

Normalizing the decision matrix by using (1) and (2):

rij =
xij − xmin

j

xmax
j − xmin

j

benefit-based (1)

rij =
xmax
j − xij

xmax
j − xmin

j

cost-based (2)

xmax
j = max (xij , 1, . . . , 6)

xmin
j = max (xij , 1, . . . , 6)

Step 3: Calculate the criteria weights

In the determination of criteria weights, both the standard deviation of the criterion and its
correlation between other criteria are included. The weight of the i-th criterion wj is calculated
by (3):

wj =
Cj
n∑

k=1

Ci

(3)

Where Cj is the quantity of information contained in the j-th criterion obtained by (4):

Cj = σj

n∑
k=1

(1− rjk) (4)

σj : the standard deviation of the j-th criterion
rjk : the linear correlation coefficient between the j-th and the i-th criteria.

4.3. TOPSIS Method

The TOPSIS method is utilized to overcome multiple decision-making problems [7]. The ideal
solution minimizes the cost criteria and maximizes the benefit criteria, while the negative-ideal
solution maximizes the cost criteria and minimizes the benefit criteria [32]. The steps of the
TOPSIS method are as follows [21]:
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Step 1: Structure of the decision matrix

Evaluating the decision matrix which includes m alternatives in association with n criteria.

Step 2: Normalization of the decision matrix

It is required to normalize the original matrix to ensure that all the criteria are equivalent
and in the same form. The normalized decision matrix is R = [rij ]mxn, which is obtained by
(5).

rij =
xij√√√√ m∑
j=1

x2
ij

i = 1, . . . , 6; j = 1, . . . , 9 (5)

Step 3: Obtain the weighted normalized decision matrix

The weighted decision matrix is calculated by the normalized decision matrix multiplied
with the weights of the indexes as illustrated by (6).

vij = wirij i = 1, . . . , 6; j = 1, . . . , 9 (6)

Step 4: Determine the ideal and negative - ideal solutions

The ideal solution is composed of the optimal value of each criterion from the weighted
decision matrix as illustrated by (7). The negative ideal solution is composed of the worst value
of each criterion from the weighted decision matrix as illustrated by (8).

A∗ =
{(

max
i

vij | j ∈ J
)
,
(
min
i

vij | j ∈ J ′
)}

A∗ = {v∗1 , v∗2 , v∗3 , . . . , v∗n}

A− =
{(

min
i

vij | j ∈ J
)
,
(
max

i
vij | j ∈ J ′

)}
(7)

A− =
{
v−1 , v

−
2 , v

−
3 , . . . , v

−
n

}
(8)

Step 5: Calculate the separation measure

The distance of every feasible solution from the ideal solution and the negative ideal solution
is calculated in turn as illustrated by (9) and (10).

S∗
i =

√√√√ n∑
j=1

(
vij − v∗j

)2
(9)

S−
i =

√√√√ n∑
j=1

(
vij − v−j

)2
(10)

Step 6: Determine the relative closeness to the ideal solution
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The relative degree of approximation is calculated by (11).

Ci =
S−
i

S−
i + S+

i

(0 ≤ Ci ≤ 1; i = 1, 2, . . . , 6) (11)

The alternative is sorted in accordance with the value of the relative degree of approximation.
The bigger the value is, the better the alternative is.

5. Empirical Application

The purpose of this section is to give information about the implementation of the methodology
and the results. The implementation has two phases in parallel with the scope.

5.1. Clustering Cities According to Agricultural Production Criteria

Firstly, we calculated the arithmetic mean of the data to obtain the average data set. Thus,
we obtained a decision matrix containing all cities. Then, the summary statistics table of the
decision matrix was obtained (Table1).

N Minimum Maximum Mean
Std.

Deviation
Variance

C1 81 9527,666666666 629998,8333333 166042,9711934 130004,1059788 16901067571
C2 81 47495,91666666 3433847,500000 818874,8518518 607144,8323366 368624847433
C3 81 28005,33333333 1352852,583333 327116,7109053 257602,5820814 66359090295
C4 81 70,83333333333 10995,75000000 3766,567901234 1914,374171432 3664828
C5 81 5367,750000000 2550449,333333 452003,6738683 442389,236290 195708236385
C6 81 895,6666666666 10849041,00000 1189113,442386 1385309,697526 1919082958059
C7 81 797,0000000000 1939459,416666 256596,8014403 285744,2979616 81649803817
C8 81 259319,5833333 9722506,166666 2352525,224279 1890689,634293 357470729322
C9 81 31873,58333333 7367297,166666 1206533,662551 1297030,148297 168228720559

Valid N
(listwise)

81

Table1: Descriptive Statistics

Cluster analysis has the advantage of not making any assumptions about the number of
clusters or cluster structure [17]. In addition, it is another advantage that assumptions such as
normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity, which are important in other multivariate statistical
analysis techniques, are not taken into account in cluster analysis [12].

Ward’s method was chosen due to its several advantages over other algorithms. These are
as follows: (1) There is no need to predetermine the number of clusters. The methods decides
how many clusters there should be. (2) The procedure can be applied to any number of clusters
between 1 to N, where N is the total number of elements in the original set. (3) It is one of the
few techniques that actually reduces the total square error. (4) Ward’s method allows cluster
analysis to be performed even with a limited number of observations [18]. By utilizing Ward’s
method, a dendrogram was created to determine the clusters. With the help of a dendrogram,
clusters were listed from top to bottom. The dendrogram is scaled from left to right as 0-25
units. This scale serves to show the distance between the clusters. In terms of the data used
in the dendrogram, the cities that are most similar to each other form a cluster at a distance
of one unit, while the cities that are least similar to each other come together at a distance of
25 units. (Figure 2). According to these results, six clusters were produced at a distance of one
unit and all cities were divided into six clusters (Table 2).
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Figure 2: Structural model: standardized solution.
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6
1 Bilecik Giresun Canakkale Antalya Bursa Konya
2 Düzce Trabzon Denizli Mersin Manisa
3 Artvin Rize Aydin Adana
4 Zonguldak Isparta Samsun Ankara
5 Sinop Malatya Afyonkarahisar Balikesir
6 Kirikkale Ordu Diyarbakir Sanliurfa
7 Cankiri Adiyaman Mardin Izmir

8 İstanbul Osmaniye Karaman
9 Kocaeli Kirsehir Edirne
10 Ardahan Nevsehir Nigde
11 Gumushane Kirklareli Tekirdag
12 Bartin Kutahya Kahramanmaras
13 Bayburt Amasya Tokat
14 Yalova Burdur Sakarya
15 Karabuk Elazig Corum
16 Tunceli Usak Hatay
17 Kilis Bolu Mugla
18 Bitlis Kastamonu Gaziantep
19 Igdir Kars Yozgat
20 Erzincan Aksaray
21 Hakkari Eskisehir
22 Sirnak Kayseri
23 Siirt Sivas
24 Batman Agri
25 Bingol Mus
26 Van
27 Erzurum

Table 2: Clusters produced with Ward’s method

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9
Cluster 1 18,04 17,96 17,20 34,48 28,44 17,96 18,40 13,00 16,00
Cluster 2 38,95 34,42 37,95 48,89 29,21 30,63 35,37 35,68 39,26
Cluster 3 55,70 56,11 55,04 44,15 50,56 60,22 57,78 57,52 52,37
Cluster 4 39,00 59,50 52,00 46,50 73,50 40,50 53,50 79,00 80,50
Cluster 5 66,71 71,86 71,29 26,71 66,14 71,71 63,00 75,14 74,43
Cluster 6 81,00 81,00 81,00 58,00 80,00 81,00 81,00 81,00 79,00

χ2 45,769 52,770 50,444 7,755 30,910 60,513 47,466 72,543 57,019
df 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Asymp.
Sig.

0,000 0,000 0,000 0,170 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

Table 3: The Kruskal Wallis Test Results

The fact that the clusters contain a different number of cities is due to their variance in
agricultural production criteria such as the number of cattle, the value of live animals, the value
of animal production, agricultural production value, the number of small cattle, the production
amount of cereals and other plant products, the total cultivated agricultural area, the total
value of agricultural production, and the total value of plant production. In addition to criteria
related to the amount and value of animal/plant production, criteria related to suitable lands
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for agriculture is also effective in clustering. The city of Konya was included in Cluster 6 alone
because this city is unique among all other cities in terms of agricultural production potential
and production criteria. It is also in the leading position.

The Kruskal Wallis test was applied to determine whether there is a significant difference
between the clusters in terms of each criterion (Table 3).

According to the Kruskal Wallis test results, it was observed that there were statistically
significant differences between the clusters in terms of other criteria, except for the agricultural
production value per capita (C4) criterion.

5.2. Ranking Clusters According to Agricultural Production Criteria

The purpose of this section is to rank clusters produced in the first phase from best to the
worst in terms of agricultural production values. While the TOPSIS method was applied in the
evaluation of the clusters, the CRITIC method was used in determining the objective criteria
weights required for the application of the TOPSIS method.

The CRITIC method was chosen due to its several advantages over other methods. (1)
It allows a more objective evaluation by considering the correlation coefficients between the
variables. Thus, the weights of the criteria are determined objectively by avoiding the negative
effects that may be caused by the subjective interpretations of the decision maker. (2) CRITIC
is a simpler technique that requires less computational effort [8]. (3) It does not distinguish
between beneficial and non-beneficial criteria, instead attempting to assess the severity of the
contrast in the decision making problem’s structure [1].

TOPSIS was chosen due to its several advantages over other MCDM methods. The TOPSIS
Method has: (1) a sound logic that embodies the rationale of human choice, (2) a scalar value
that considers both the best and worst options simultaneously, and (3) a simple computation
procedure that can be easily programmed in a spreadsheet [19].

Firstly, by utilizing the decision matrix, the average values of the criteria were calculated
for each cluster. Thus, a new decision matrix was obtained for both the CRITIC and TOPSIS
methods (Table 4).

By utilizing the CRITIC method, the weights of criteria were obtained (Table 5). According
to the criterion weights, the criterion of agricultural production value per capita (C4) was
determined to be the most important criterion with a value of 0.264 and, the number of small
cattle (C5) is the least important criterion with a value of 0.066 (Table 5).

To obtain a ranking of clusters, the TOPSIS method was used. Firstly, Equation (5) was
utilized to normalize the decision matrix. Then, the weighted decision matrix was created by
multiplying the normalized values with the weights for each criterion. Criterion weights obtained
by the CRITIC method were used to obtain the weighted decision matrix. The ideal (A∗) and
negative-ideal (A−) solution values for each criterion were calculated by using Equation (7) and
Equation (8), respectively. The positive ideal solution is the one that maximizes the benefit
criterion while minimizing the cost criterion. The negative ideal solution, on the other hand,
is considered to be the solution that maximizes the cost criterion while minimizing the benefit
criterion. By utilizing the ideal and negative-ideal solution values, the distance values to the
ideal and negative-ideal points (S∗

i and S−
i ) were calculated using Equation (9) and Equation

(10), respectively. In the last step, the relative closeness to the ideal solution (C∗
i ) was calculated

by utilizing Equation (11) (Table 6). Clusters were listed from greatest to smallest according
to their closeness to the ideal solution C∗

i (Table 7).
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9
Cluster 1 70985.87 354283.61 136740.94 3309.72 258573.68 307040.5 77562.81 756140.78 265116.23
Cluster 2 140599.19 618794.89 270942.87 4318.61 230303.57 645016.43 170529.72 1682333.51 792595.74
Cluster 3 221394.96 1044244.50 397489.85 4039.04 589061.77 1713894.76 348740.95 2796429.38 1354695.02
Cluster 4 127326.91 960644.54 354364.75 3865.20 947413.16 823283.58 279436.5 7520818.79 6205809.5
Cluster 5 305876.04 1737847.33 733743.90 2699.48 878172.35 2516585.32 527266.79 5631278.52 3159687.28
Cluster 6 629998.83 3433847.5 1352852.58 4614.25 1825487 10849041 1939459.41 9722506.16 4935806.08

Table 4: Decision Matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9
wj 0.0783931 0.0684993 0.0738479 0.2645838 0.0667720 0.0781508 0.0706274 0.1036582 0.1954671

Table 5: Weights of criteria

S∗
i S−

i C∗
i

Cluster 1 0.209351509 0.017091773 0.075479268
Cluster 2 0.190247799 0.04860089 0.203479826
Cluster 3 0.16776605 0.055002542 0.246904383
Cluster 4 0.125117694 0.148963492 0.543501341
Cluster 5 0.13236103 0.090464524 0.405988103
Cluster 6 0.028590206 0.196491541 0.872978568

Table 6: The values of S∗
i , S

−
i and C+

i

Clusters C∗
i Cities

Cluster 6 0.872978568 Konya
Cluster 4 0.543501341 Antalya, Mersin
Cluster 5 0.405988103 Bursa, Manisa, Adana, Ankara, Balikesir, Sanliurfa, Izmir

Cluster 3 0.246904383

Canakkale, Denizli, Aydin, Samsun, Afyonkarahisar,
Diyarbakir, Mardin, Karaman, Edirne, Nigde, Tekirdag,
Kahramanmaras, Tokat, Sakarya, Corum, Hatay, Mugla,
Gaziantep, Yozgat, Aksaray, Eskisehir, Kayseri, Sivas,
Agri, Mus, Van, Erzurum

Cluster 2 0.203479826
Giresun, Trabzon, Rize, Isparta, Malatya, Ordu, Adiyaman,
Osmaniye, Kirsehir, Nevsehir, Kirklareli, Kutahya, Amasya,
Burdur, Elazig, Usak, Bolu, Kastamonu, Kars

Cluster 1 0.075479268

Bilecik, Duzce, Artvin, Zonguldak, Sinop, Kirikkale,
Cankiri, Istanbul, Kocaeli, Ardahan, Gumushane, Bartin,
Bayburt, Yalova, Karabuk, Tunceli, Kilis, Bitlis, Igdir,
Erzincan, Hakkari, Sirnak, Siirt, Batman, Bingol

Table 7: Cluster Ranking

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we purposed to cluster Turkish cities according to the criteria for agricultural
production, and to evaluate the clusters according to their performance. For this purpose, we
utilized a three-phase approach to address research questions. In the first phase, we utilized
Ward’s method for clustering all cities. In the second phase, the CRITIC was utilized for deter-
mining the objective weights of agricultural production indicators, and in the third phase, by
using the TOPSIS method, we evaluated these clusters in terms of their agricultural efficiency.

This study makes two main contributions to the literature. The first is to identify cities with
similar characteristics in terms of agricultural production. Thus, the units in the same cluster
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are provided with information about alternatives with which they can cooperate more effectively
in future decision-making and implementation processes. The second contribution of the study
is to show that some cities can produce more individually than tens of cities in combination.
Thus, it is possible to have information about the regions that perform low production despite
having sufficient opportunities.

In this sense, we consider that a strategic and sustainable mechanism needs to be established
to ensure agricultural growth, including successful central strategic planning, well-disciplined
local practices and performance assessments. Central strategic planning, which takes regional
situations into account, can lead to the level-headed distribution of agricultural production
across the country. In this way, in compliance with particular local characteristics or cir-
cumstances, plant and animal products can be supplied. On the other hand, well-disciplined
practices can help to enhance distinctive local production. In terms of ensuring sustainable
growth, increasing welfare, and reducing external dependency, all of these initiatives primarily
serve the country. It is therefore possible to achieve sustainable agricultural production.

In this analysis, we needed to find quality data for all the parameters because it was empir-
ical. However, it was difficult to find data available for all criteria and all towns because the
database is limited. To eliminate such limitations, the database should be developed in terms
of data diversity and regularity. The following agricultural variables should be established in
this context: fishing production; greenhouse production; pasture fields; geographic, climatic,
and irrigation conditions; and soil quality.

Finally, we emphasize the importance of creating a Turkey-specific index that will enable
the comparative evaluation of local agricultural performance. This will allows for a simple,
comparative and logical evaluation of regional or local contributions to the overall output. For
policy-makers and practitioners, a further suggestion would be to constantly track local and
regional agricultural output in order to recognize problem areas and develop effective strategies
and solutions.
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Abstract. This study addresses the curricular practical training rotation problem, which is a type
of staff assignment problem. Many educational institutions require theoretical knowledge to be com-
plemented by practical training. Although the details of the implementation differ from institution
to institution, it is necessary to prepare a rotation plan that determines how long the trainees will
practice in which unit in which training period. Because of the complexity of the problem and human-
istic reasons, the manual rotation plan can not reach the optimal level that satisfies all stakeholders
and takes time. This study defines a general Curricular Practical Training Rotation Planning Problem
specific to the curriculum-based trainee assignment process carried out in a university department and
proposes an integer mathematical model for its solution. It is one of the important contributions of this
study. It also provides a methodological approach to identify the most appropriate rotation strategy
that will satisfy stakeholders. The methodological approach followed is a structure that can be adapted
to different perspectives. The study has the potential to guide practitioners and researchers in the field
and to lead a rich literature that will be formed with different side constraints and purposes to the
problem.
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1. Introduction

Practical training is an important stage of education. The aim is for students to consolidate and
internalize their theoretical knowledge by practicing. Many education systems offer students two
practical training options: Optional Practical Training (OPT) and Curricular Practical Training
(CPT). OPT is a customizable and optional program, but CPT is part of the curriculum
required for graduation. The compulsory nature of the CPT combines many benefits and
challenges. It provides students a variety of side benefits such as specialization, networking,
and career planning, as well as enabling them to complete the program. It is known that
experiences and references are important, especially in job applications after education. At this
point, CPT offers an important opportunity for students to gain an advantage over their rivals.
During education, students have the chance to practice many times in institutions that have
signed protocols with educational institutions. In this way, they acquire gains that they could
not have outside of the CPT. On the other hand, the student may be faced with the following
difficulties: the units to receive training may not be of interest, may have personal problems
with employees, or the training time may be shorter than desired. With good planning, the
benefits can be increased by reducing the difficulties.

∗Corresponding author.
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CPT takes place in rotation so that students gain experience in units specializing in different
branches of the relevant field. The rotation plan shows the unit and period in which each
student will train and is prepared by an educator. While creating the plan, the number and
the preference of students, the trainee capacity of the units, the curriculum, and other side
constraints are taken into account as a whole. It is difficult to complete this task successfully
by satisfying all stakeholders.

The CPT has three stakeholders: the students, the institution, and the educator. The
educator represents the educational institution in which the student is enrolled, while the in-
stitution indicates the external partner in which the student is trained. We call students who
will attend practical training as a trainee. To explain the complexity of designing a rotation
plan that satisfies stakeholders, the conflicting interests of the stakeholders can be explained
as follows. The educator would like trainees to be able to practice in all possible units to be
competent in their field. However, due to the limited capacity of the units and the limited
number of training periods, a trainee can not find the chance to practice in all units. Therefore,
the educator chooses trainees to practice in each unit during each practical training period,
which means that every trainee has to graduate by practicing in a limited number of units. For
the institution, the case is the opposite. The institution bears the costs of introducing, teaching
the operation of the unit for each naive trainee and involve in the process. To ensure continuity
and reduce costs, the institution wants the same trainee to be assigned to the same unit at each
period. In addition, the institution restricts the number of trainees that each unit will accept,
as too many trainees may prevent the unit from carrying out its responsibilities. The interests
of the institution and the educator are in complete conflict. On the other hand, trainees may
be non-selective between units or specifically willing (reluctant) only for a single or a few units.
In the worst-case scenario, trainees may have to practice in undesired units.

The educator seeks to design a high-quality rotation plan by considering the above-mentioned
conflicts. We define this problem as Curricular Practical Training Rotation Planning Problem
(CPTRPP). CPTRPP is a specific variant of multi-period staff assignment problems [1]. The
following problems are related to multi-period staff assignment problems: scheduling vehicle
drivers [3, 2], audit staff planning [4, 5], technician routing and scheduling problem [7, 6], med-
ical residents rotation [9, 8]. CPTRPP is similar to the medical residents’ rotation problem
(MRRP) in terms of its basic dynamics [1]. The difference in MRRP is that trainees need
to fully experience delineated units to have different skill certificates. For the similarity, we
share the resident scheduling literature. As far as we know, Franz and Miller [8] first studied
MRRP. One of the most prominent sources of motivation in the literature is that manually
prepared rotation plans are far from the optimum level. Most studies refer to the automation
of the rotation plan as an important outcome of their research [10, 12, 11]. Automation allows
comparing the quality of different rotation strategies that cover several settings that reflect
different perspectives, and determination of the most suitable strategy [13, 14]. Considering
the quality of education is a marked feature [15, 12]. Flexible shift planning and experience
differences of the trainees are the other features considered [16, 17, 11]. Since the success of
practical training is directly related to the willingness of the trainee, many studies have tried
to satisfy the preferences of the trainees as much as possible [8, 19, 18, 11].

Curricular Practical Training is subject to many restrictions affecting the decision environ-
ment such as legal regulations and managerial rules. Rotation strategies created by different
combinations of rules represent trade-offs between stakeholders. For example, a strategy that
allows the student to be assigned to the same unit for all training periods while pleasing the
institution, does not satisfy the educator, or vice versa. Many factors such as the number of
students of the educational institution and the capacity of the institutions with which the pro-
tocol has signed affect the rotation strategy. The educator should determine the strategy best
suited to the circumstances. Creating a rotation plan, which is error-prone and time-consuming
when done manually, can become impossible when different strategies need to be tried. This
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is why the automation of the rotation plan is important because it allows both the optimal
decision to be made and the testing of different strategies easily.

This study handles the CPTRPP adapted to the specific needs expressed by the Faculty
of Health Sciences of the University of Gümüşhane in Turkey, Department of Health Manage-
ment. We offer an automated approach with integer programming to increase the efficiency of
the rotation planning process and for optimal planning that will satisfy stakeholders. Apart
from automating manual scheduling, the study involves comparing and analyze various rota-
tion strategies. The rotation strategies are designed by combining different sets of rules and
various training periods. The comparison is based on three criteria: the level of satisfaction
of preferences, the number of training units, and the number of training days in the trained
units. We identify the most appropriate strategy and its alternatives with a simple weighting
approach for decision-makers with different perspectives.

Contributions of the study can be listed as follows; i) it provides a general mathematical
formulation to the curricular practical training rotation problem faced by educational institu-
tions, ii) it investigates different rotation strategies and suggests a methodology for determining
the best, iii) it constitutes a source of inspiration for practitioners and researchers in the field
and sets an example for similar problems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the studied prob-
lem, the rotation strategies and also sets out the mathematical model. Section 3 analyses the
comparison of rotation strategies. Section 4 contains the conclusions.

2. Case Detail

The decision environment in our study can be explained as follows. In the Turkish education
system, the CPT is carried out under the curriculum in the framework of a practical training
protocol between educational institutions and private or public institutions. The range of
training units is limited by the scope of the protocol. Depending on the curriculum, the student
practices training in one or more training periods in the same or different units. In general, the
main objective is to ensure that trainees are trained in as many different units as possible. An
educator in charge of the educational institution prepares a rotation plan showing which unit
of the institution in which period the student will practice considering the trainee capacities
of the units. The number and duration of practical training sessions are variable, but 3-period
settings are commonly used: summer (21 days), fall (14 days), and spring (14 days) semesters.
The number of trainees accepted by the units varies depending on their workload.

Our CPTRPP is customized according to the needs expressed by the Health Management
Department of the Faculty of Health Sciences of Gumushane University. The university has
a training protocol with 4 public institutions, eg I1-Public Hospitals Administration, I2-City
Health Administrative, etc. A total of 16 different units in which the trainee can practice are
available in these institutions. Units consist of various administrative units, eg U1 Accounting,
U14 Statistics, etc. Table 1 shows the units that accept trainees in the institutions and their
daily trainee capacities. The daily total trainee capacity of the institutions is 27.

According to the curriculum, students must complete three training periods in any unit:
21-day summer training at the end of the 3rd grade and 14-day training in the fall and spring
semesters of the 4th grade.

There are two types of the student group, day (70 students) and night (50 students), subject
to the same curriculum. Each student will attend the training only a day in a week, during
working hours. Since the course schedules of the night students are out of work hours, any day
of the week is suitable for training. However, this is the opposite of the day students because
the course timetable of the day students coincides with the working hours of the institutions.
It should be ensured that the course days and the training days of the students do not coincide.
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Units
U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16

In
st
it
u
ti
o
n
s I1 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I2 - - 2 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
I3 - - - - 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 - -
I4 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 1

- indicates that the relevant unit is not available in the relevant institution.

Table 1: Daily trainee capacities of units in institutions

Considering that the entire capacity is allocated only to the day students, it is clear that
the course schedule of these students is off approximately 3 (70/27=2.59) days a week. The
courses required by the curriculum must place for the remaining 2 days. The educator has to
fit the practical training days of the day group students into 3 days to avoid conflict with the
course schedule and also ensure that all students attend the practical training one day a week.

2.1. The Rotation Strategies

The rotation strategy currently underway is as follows. The educator assigns trainees to units
for the fall and spring periods manually, regardless of the summer training. The trainee may
practice at any unit in the fall semester. However, in the spring semester, the trainee could not
practice in the same unit of the institution in which trained in the fall semester but may practice
in the same unit of different institutions. For example, U7 exists in I3 and I4 institutions (see
Table 1). If the trainee is trained in the U7 unit of the I3 institution during the fall semester,
the trainee can not practice in the U7 unit of the I3 institution during the spring semester, but
there is no obstacle to practice in the U7 unit of the I4 institution. The underlying idea of this
approach is that, although the units perform the same function, the internal operation of the
units will be different because the institutions have different missions.

The goal of the current rotation strategy is to just provide constraints. This process, which
does not require any optimization, is done manually and takes about half a day with the
checks. In line with the literature, we aim to maximize the benefits of the rotation plan with
optimization, taking into account the preferences of trainees. We have identified eight rotation
strategies by combining different sets of rules and different practical training periods. Table 2
summarize rotations strategies. We can explain briefly the rule sets as follows. As emphasized
before, a Suitable Course Schedule is required in order not to overlap between course days and
training days. Unit Preferences of Trainees states that the unit preferences of the trainee are
taken into account. Considering Summer Training indicates that the unit in which summer
training is held is taken into account. Different Unit in Each Training Period means that the
trainee must be trained in a different unit during each training period. The existence of this
rule enables the trainee to increase experience by training in different units as much as possible,
and its absence allows the trainee to train in the same unit during all training periods and
specialize in a single unit.

In terms of training periods, the default setting is a 3-period: 21 days in summer, 14 days
in fall, and 14 days in spring. The fall and spring semesters can be divided into two until the
midterm exams and evaluated as 7-day periods. In this case, the 21-14-7-7 setting is 4-period;
formed by dividing the spring semester into two and the 21-7-7-7-7 setting is 5-period; formed
by dividing the fall and the spring terms into two. There is an inverse relationship between
the number of periods and the length of the period. The high number of periods means that
the trainee can practice in many units, but this practice will take a relatively short time, which
limits the experience they will gain on a unit basis.

We measure the performance of the strategies with three criteria: the level of satisfaction
of preferences (C1), the number of training units (C2), and the number of training days in the
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Rules R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R3 R7 R8

Suitable Course Schedule + + + + + + + + +
Unit Preferences of Trainees + + + + + + + +

Considering Summer Training + + + + + + +
Different Unit in Each Training Period + + +

Training Periods
21-14-14 + + + + +
21-14-7-7 + +
21-7-7-7-7 + +

Table 2: Rotation Strategies

trained units (C3). C1 is an indicator of to what extent the rotation plan fulfills students’ unit
preferences. C2 is the indicator of how many different units the student received training in
total. C3 is an indicator of the student’s experience level in training units.

R1 is the same as the current rotation strategy. Automatically prepares the rotation plan is
prepared manually by the educator. Others are alternative strategies to create a more efficient
rotation plan. Rotation strategies from R1 to R4 are created by gradually adding rules and
allowing the rules to measure the impact on performance criteria, regardless of the change in
the training period. Rotation strategies from R4 to R6 cover all the rules taken into account,
allowing the measurement of the impact of changes in the training period on performance
criteria. The R3, R7, and R8 strategies cover other rules, except for the Different Unit in Each
Training Period rule, and allow the measurement of the effect of changes in the training period
on performance criteria.

The mathematical model used to automate the rotation plan and compare rotation strategies
is described in Section 2.2.

2.2. Mathematical Formulation

This section introduces the mathematical model in which all rules are active. Depending on the
strategy, some rules can be passive. Therefore, changes in the mathematical model according
to the strategy are expressed at the end of the section.

Sets and Indices

SP : Practical Training Periods p: indices of SP

S: Trainees s: indices of S

T : Program type of trainees t: indices of T

I: Institutions i: indices of I

U : Units u: indices of U

IUi: Units in Institutions i u: indices of IUi

D: Training Days d: indices of D

Ts: Units in Institutions i
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Parameters

Ciu: Trainee capacity of each unit u in institution i

Ssummer: The unit where trainees attend summer practice

Ssu: Preference score of trainee s for unit u

Decision Variables

zpsi: 1 if trainee s is assigned to institution i at period p, 0 otherwise

ypsiu: 1 if trainee s is assigned to unit u of institution i at period p, 0 otherwise

xpsiud: 1 if trainee s is assigned to training day d of unit u of institution i at period p, 0 otherwise

qptd: 1 if any trainee of program type t is assigned to training day d at period p, 0 otherwise

wsu: 1 if trainee s is assigned to unit u

Objective Function

min z1 :
∑
p∈SP

∑
t∈T

∑
d∈D

qptd (1)

max z2 :
∑
p∈SP

∑
s∈S

∑
i∈I

∑
u∈IUi

Ssu ∗ ypsiu (2)

The model has two objectives. Eq. (1) minimizes the days that trainees of all program types
receive training to ensure the Suitable Course Schedule rule. Eq. (2) ensures that trainees are
assigned to the units they prefer as much as possible by the Unit Preferences of Trainees rule.

Constraints ∑
i∈I

zpsi = 1 ∀p ∈ SP, s ∈ S (3)∑
u∈IUi

ypsiu = zpsi ∀p ∈ SP, s ∈ S, i ∈ I (4)

∑
d∈D

xpsiud = ypsiu ∀p ∈ SP, s ∈ S, i ∈ I, u ∈ IUi (5)∑
p∈SP

∑
i∈I

ypsiu = 0 ∀s ∈ S, u = Ssummer (6)

∑
p∈SP

ypsiu ≤ 1 ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I, u ∈ IUi (7)

∑
s∈S:Ts=t

∑
i∈I

∑
u∈IUi

xpsiud ≤
∑
i∈I

∑
u∈IUi

Ciu ∗ qptd ∀p ∈ SP, t ∈ T, d ∈ D (8)

∑
s∈S

xpsiud ≤ Ciu ∀p ∈ SP, i ∈ I, u ∈ IUi, d ∈ D (9)∑
p∈SP

∑
i∈I

∑
u′∈IUi:u

′=u

ypsiu′ ≤ wsu ∀s ∈ S, u ∈ U (10)

wsu = 1 ∀s ∈ S, u = Ssummer (11)∑
u∈U

wsu = 1 + |SP | ∀s ∈ S (12)
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Eq. (3-5), respectively, ensures that, in each training period, each trainee is assigned to
only one institution, assigned to only one unit of the institution to which they are assigned,
and receive training for only one day in the unit to which they are assigned. Eq. (6) prevents
the trainee from being assigned to the unit where they practice in the summer period, in the
fall and spring terms. Eq. (7) ensures that the trainee can receive training at most once in
the same unit of the same institution in all training periods. Eq. (8) prevents the number of
trainees assigned to each training day for students of each program type in each training period
from exceeding the total daily trainee capacity. Eq. (9) limits the maximum number of trainees
that can be assigned to a unit by capacity. Eq. (10-12) are constraints that complement each
other. Eq. (10) follows the units in which the trainee practised, regardless of the planning
period and institution. Eq. (11) ensures that the trainee’s unit of training in summer practice
is determined. Eq. (12) ensures that each trainee is assigned to a unit in all planning periods
(where 1 summer practice and |SP | refers to # of practical training periods).

Strategies Passive Equations

R1 2, 6, 12
R2 6, 12
R3 12
R4 -

Table 3: Strategy based passive equations of the mathematical model

We have four main strategies based on the rules (R1, R2, R3, R4). Table 3 shows which
equation is passive in which strategy. The variation in the training period is insignificant as it
takes place as a parameter in the mathematical model.

3. Comparison of Rotation Strategies

In this section, we compare rotation strategies and assess their performance. Two parameters
depending on the students are given to the mathematical model. The first is the summer
training unit of trainees, and the second is the unit preferences of trainees. To compare rotation
strategies and avoid data bias, we have prepared three different data sets according to these
parameters: Equal, Random, Stacked. In the equal data set, summer training units and unit
preferences are distributed as equally as possible on a unit basis. In the random data set,
summer training units and unit preferences are randomly distributed on a unit basis. In the
stacked data set, summer training and unit preferences are created in proportion to the trainee
capacity of the units. For example, the capacity of U1 is about 11 % of the total capacity.
Accordingly, 11% of students received summer training at U1 and preferred to train at U1.

In simulating the unit preferences, we score only the top three choices of the trainees to give
priority to the preferences and to give preferences as much as possible. The first choice is to
score 100 points, the second 50 points, the third 10 points, and the other 0 points.

Criteria Orientation

C1 The Level of Satisfaction of Preferences Max
C2 The Number of Training Units Max
C3 The Number of Training Days in The Trained Units Max

Table 4: Performance criteria
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Table 4 shows the performance criteria. The strategy score is calculated by taking the
average of all trainees from the optimal solution of each strategy as explained below.

The level of satisfaction of preferences score is calculated as the sum of the values obtained
by dividing by 100 the unit preference score to which the trainee is assigned during each training
period. As the summer training unit is out of the control of the educator, it is not taken into
account in the calculation of this criterion. The number of training units score indicates how
many different units were trained during all training periods including summer training. The
number of training days in the trained unit’s score is calculated by reference to the longest
training period, summer training. When calculating the score of a trainee in this criterion, it
is evaluated as 1.0 points if they have trained for 21 days in a unit, 0.66 points if they have
been trained for 14 days, 0.33 points if they have been trained for 7 days, and the total score
is divided by the total number of training periods including the summer period.

Table 5 shows the scores of each data set of each rotation strategy based on performance
criteria. The Average row indicates the average score of each strategy (max-oriented). The
Max-Min row displays the consistency of the strategy against changes in the data set (min-
oriented).

C1 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

Equal 0.18 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.63 0.53 0.66 0.56
Random 0.16 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.66 0.55 0.69 0.58
Stacked 0.23 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.56 0.48 0.59 0.52
Average 0.19 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.62 0.52 0.65 0.55

Max-Min 0.06 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.06

C2 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

Equal 2.88 2.81 2.93 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.88 4.85
Random 2.89 2.80 2.92 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.88 4.85
Stacked 2.83 2.77 2.95 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.88 4.85
Average 2.87 2.79 2.93 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.88 4.85

Max-Min 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

C3 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

Equal 0.82 0.80 0.75 0.77 0.58 0.46 0.59 0.46
Random 0.81 0.80 0.75 0.77 0.58 0.46 0.59 0.46
Stacked 0.84 0.83 0.76 0.77 0.58 0.46 0.59 0.46
Average 0.82 0.81 0.75 0.77 0.58 0.46 0.59 0.46

Max-Min 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 5: Comparison of Rotation Strategies

The variability in Max-Min values indicates that C1 is more sensitive to data set change
among performance criteria. When considering the sensitivity of data set change strategies, it
is shown that R4, R5, R6, R7, R8 in C2 and C3 criteria and R1, R6, R8 in C1 criteria provide
consistent results. In terms of C1, the best score belongs to the R2, R3, R4 strategies with
tolerance below 5%. The best score, in the C2, belongs to the R6 strategy. However, since the
Different Unit in Each Training Period rule is active in R4, R5, and R6 strategies, considering
the training period conditions they are subject to, each has the best score. If we ignore this
rule, the best score belongs to the R8 strategy. When evaluated in terms of C3 criteria, it is
seen that training period formation affects the scores and the best score belongs to R1 and R2
strategies.
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Comparison results show that any strategy does not dominate the others in all criteria.
Each strategy has an advantage in different criteria. In line with the relative importance of the
criteria that reflect the point of view of the decision-maker, the most appropriate strategy can
be determined. For this, we adopt the simple weighted method. As a first step, we normalize the
strategies’ average scores in Table 5 for each criterion. x̄normalized = (x−xmin)/(xmax−xmin) In
the second step, each strategy (SWSS) score is obtained by multiplying each criterion’s weight
by the normalized average score of each strategy. SWSSRx = x̄c1,Rxwc1+x̄c2,Rxwc2+x̄c3,Rxwc3

As the third step, the strategy with the highest score is selected.

Average Scores R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

C1 0.19 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.62 0.52 0.65 0.55
C2 2.87 2.79 2.93 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.88 4.85
C3 0.82 0.81 0.75 0.77 0.58 0.46 0.59 0.46

Normalized Average Scores R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8
C1 0.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.73 0.57 0.78 0.62
C2 0.03 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.55 1.00 0.49 0.93
C3 1.00 0.96 0.81 0.86 0.34 0.02 0.37 0.00

Table 6: Average and Normalized Average Scores of Strategies

The strategies are evaluated with 32 different weight profiles, with a total of 1.0 representing
all possible perspectives of the decision-maker. Table 7 shows the scores of each strategy and
the ideal strategy for each weight profile. In 69% profile (22/32), the R2 strategy, and in
21% (10/32) the R6 strategy is appropriate. The results show that the strategies R2 and R6
outperform the others. Although R2 is dominated by R6 in a small number of weight profiles,
R2 is in the preferred position in most cases. The prominence of R2 and R6 among the strategies
shows that there are two main judgments in the planning of rotation. The dominant view R2
has a structure that does not choose between concentrating in a unit or having experience in
various units, although it takes into account preferences. R6, which has a minority view, adopts
that students should have as much experience as possible in a different unit while taking into
account preferences.

The strategy scores are very close in some profiles. The last column of Table 7 shows
strategies that fall within the 5% tolerance of the best score and can be considered as an
alternative strategy for the relevant profile. The lack of an alternative strategy in any profile
indicates that the best strategy is to dominate the others and to gain an absolute advantage.
The existence of many alternative strategies indicates that there is no clear difference between
the strategies. While R1 is not included as an alternative strategy in any profile, others have
been included as an alternative strategy at least once. R4 is an alternative to R2 in 14 profiles
and R8 to R6 in 12 profiles. The balanced profile is 30 %, 40 %, and 30 %, in which all
strategies except R1, score similarly. When the difference of alternative strategies from role
models is examined, a variation is observed based on the Different Unit in Each Training
Period rule. R4 tends to increase the number of units trained relative to R2, while R8 tends
to decrease compared to R6.

4. Conclusion

This study introduces the curriculum-based automated practical training rotation problem (CP-
TRPP). CPTRPP is a variation of the staff assignment problem and is similar to the resident
scheduling problem. For students to graduate from various programs, they must complete their
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Weights Simple Weighted Scores of Strategy (SWSS)
Ideal Strategy The ideals with 5% toleranceC1 C2 C3 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8

0.1 0.1 0.8 0.8 0.87 0.75 0.79 0.4 0.17 0.42 0.16 R2 -
0.1 0.2 0.7 0.71 0.77 0.68 0.72 0.42 0.27 0.43 0.25 R2 -
0.1 0.3 0.6 0.61 0.68 0.6 0.64 0.44 0.37 0.45 0.34 R2 R4
0.1 0.4 0.5 0.51 0.58 0.53 0.56 0.46 0.47 0.46 0.43 R2 R4
0.1 0.5 0.4 0.42 0.48 0.45 0.49 0.48 0.57 0.47 0.53 R6 R8
0.1 0.6 0.3 0.32 0.39 0.38 0.41 0.5 0.66 0.49 0.62 R6 R8
0.1 0.7 0.2 0.22 0.29 0.3 0.33 0.52 0.76 0.5 0.71 R6 R8
0.2 0.1 0.7 0.7 0.87 0.77 0.8 0.44 0.23 0.46 0.22 R2 -
0.2 0.2 0.6 0.61 0.78 0.69 0.72 0.46 0.33 0.48 0.31 R2 -
0.2 0.3 0.5 0.51 0.68 0.62 0.65 0.48 0.42 0.49 0.4 R2 R4
0.2 0.4 0.4 0.41 0.58 0.54 0.57 0.5 0.52 0.5 0.5 R2 R3, R4
0.2 0.5 0.3 0.32 0.49 0.47 0.49 0.52 0.62 0.51 0.59 R6 R8
0.2 0.6 0.2 0.22 0.39 0.39 0.42 0.54 0.72 0.53 0.68 R6 R8
0.3 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.88 0.78 0.81 0.48 0.28 0.5 0.28 R2 -
0.3 0.2 0.5 0.51 0.78 0.71 0.73 0.5 0.38 0.52 0.37 R2 R4
0.3 0.3 0.4 0.41 0.68 0.63 0.65 0.52 0.48 0.53 0.47 R2 R4
0.3 0.4 0.3 0.31 0.59 0.56 0.58 0.54 0.58 0.54 0.56 R2 R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8
0.3 0.5 0.2 0.22 0.49 0.48 0.5 0.56 0.67 0.56 0.65 R6 R8
0.3 0.6 0.1 0.12 0.4 0.41 0.42 0.58 0.77 0.57 0.74 R6 R8
0.4 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.88 0.8 0.82 0.52 0.34 0.55 0.34 R2 -
0.4 0.2 0.4 0.41 0.78 0.72 0.74 0.54 0.44 0.56 0.43 R2 R4
0.4 0.3 0.3 0.31 0.69 0.65 0.66 0.56 0.53 0.57 0.53 R2 R3, R4
0.4 0.4 0.2 0.21 0.59 0.57 0.59 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.62 R6 R2,R4,R7,R8
0.4 0.5 0.1 0.12 0.5 0.5 0.51 0.6 0.73 0.6 0.71 R6 R8
0.5 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.88 0.81 0.82 0.56 0.39 0.59 0.4 R2 -
0.5 0.2 0.3 0.31 0.79 0.74 0.75 0.58 0.49 0.6 0.5 R2 R3, R4
0.5 0.3 0.2 0.21 0.69 0.66 0.67 0.6 0.59 0.61 0.59 R2 R3, R4
0.5 0.4 0.1 0.11 0.6 0.59 0.59 0.62 0.69 0.63 0.68 R6 R8
0.6 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.59 0.45 0.63 0.47 R2 -
0.6 0.2 0.2 0.21 0.79 0.75 0.75 0.62 0.54 0.64 0.56 R2 R3, R4
0.6 0.3 0.1 0.11 0.7 0.68 0.68 0.64 0.64 0.65 0.65 R2 R3,R4,R7,R8
0.7 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.63 0.5 0.67 0.53 R2 R3

Table 7: Simple Weighted Scores of Strategy

theoretical education with practical training. CPTRPP deals with planning which students will
study in which unit during which practical training period.

Our CPTRPP is customized according to the needs expressed by Gümüşhane University
Faculty of Health Sciences Department of Health Management. In this case, the rotation plan
is prepared manually and only the constraints are met. The quality of the rotation plan is
not optimal due to human factors and the complexity of the problem, and the preparation and
control of the plan also take time. It is a need to quickly prepare a rotation plan of optimal
quality that will satisfy all stakeholders for the case.

In line with the needs, we created various rotation strategies consisting of different rule and
training period combinations. We evaluated the rotation quality of the strategies with three
performance criteria: the level of satisfaction of preferences, the number of training units, and
the number of training days in the trained units. To avoid data bias for comparison, we created
different data sets and compared the results. We have adopted the exact solution approach with
integer mathematical modeling to ensure that the strategies are implemented optimally and to
obtain rotation plans quickly. Neither strategy outperformed others in the comparison results.
To distinguish between strategies, we have ranked them with a simple weighting method using
32 weight profiles representing different decision-makers. We determined the strategy with the
highest score for each profile as the most appropriate strategy and the ones with a 5% tolerance
as alternative strategies. In this way, we identified the dominant and minority strategies among
decision-makers and their alternatives.

The dominant opinion restricts the number of practical training periods and supports stu-
dents to specialize in the units where they study as much as possible and does not force them
to practice in a different unit each period. The alternative makes it compulsory to practice in
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a different unit each period. The minority opinion supports the students to gain experience
in as many different units as possible by increasing the number of practical training periods
and makes it compulsory to practice in a different unit each period. The alternative follows a
similar approach but does not require training in a different unit each period.

Thanks to the methodology followed the decision-maker has the opportunity to determine
the appropriate strategy and alternative. Different training period settings, rule sets, and
performance criteria can be easily adapted to the methodology. In this respect, the study offers
a general solution approach to the CPTRPP problem. Considering the width of the application
area addressed by the problem, it is an extremely important contribution. It is believed that the
study will be a source of inspiration for decision-makers and researchers in different disciplines
and that it will be a pioneer in the literature that will enrich with innovative constraints and
objectives stemming from different application types.
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Abstract. The selection-based problem is a type of decision-making issue which involves opting for
a single option among a set of available alternatives. In order to address the selection-based problem
in data envelopment analysis (DEA), various integrated mixed binary linear programming (MBLP)
models have been developed. Recently, an MBLP model has been proposed to select a unit in DEA
with variable returns-to-scale technology. This paper suggests utilizing the linear programming relax-
ation model rather than the MBLP model. The MBLP model is proved here to be equivalent to its
linear programming relaxation problem. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first linear
programming model suggested for selecting a single efficient unit in DEA under the VRS (Variable
Returns to Scale) assumption. Two theorems and a numerical example are provided to validate the
proposed LP model from both theoretical and practical perspectives.
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1. Introduction

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a prominent non-parametric approach to evaluate the
performance of a set of homogeneous decision-making units (DMUs) with multiple inputs and
multiple outputs which was initially proposed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes [4]. In this
method, the efficiency measure of each DMU is a scalar ranging between zero and one. A unit
with the maximum efficiency score of 1 is efficient and otherwise, inefficient. To increase the
discriminating power of the DEA approach, some ranking approaches have been developed for
fully ranking efficient DMUs. However, selection-based problems lie with selecting an efficient
unit among all efficient units. Toloo and Nalchigar [6] suggested the first integrated mixed
binary linear programming (MBLP) model for selecting a single efficient unit with variable
returns-to-scale (VRS) technology. Toloo [5] pointed out that the model of Toloo and Nalchigar
[6] has fallen short in its attempt to select a single efficient DMU and then the author formulated
a new MBLP model in order to overcome the shortcoming. This study demonstrates that the
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linear programming (LP) relaxation of Toloo’s model is also able to opt for a single efficient unit.
More precisely, it is proven that the relaxed mixed binary linear programming (RMBLP) model
is equivalent to the MBLP model of Toloo [5]. Note that a relaxed model is a regular LP model
which is obtained by replacing any binary variable θ with the continuous range of 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
In contrast with other selecting models, the proposed relaxed model can be straightforwardly
solved using the simplex method which is a viable and popular tool for solving LP models.
It is evident that the relaxation models are simpler, more practical, more reliable, and more
succinct. It should highlighted here that the relaxation approach can extend for unit-selecting
DEA models in the literature.

The return to scale describes the behavior of the rate of increase in outputs relative to
the associated increase in the inputs in the long run. The first DEA model was built based
on the assumption of constant returns to scale (CRS) of DMUs and then Banker, Charnes,
and Cooper [3] extended a DEA model for estimating technical and scale inefficiencies under
VRS assumption. In other words, the CCR model assumes that outputs increase by that same
proportional change as all inputs change. Meanwhile, in the BCC model, this proportion can
be increasing and decreasing as well. Note that the relaxation approach can extend to DEA
selecting models in the literature. Akhlaghi and Rostamy [1] introduced an input-oriented
linear model for selecting the most BCC-efficient DMU under variable returns to scale (VRS)
and proposed a new LP model for finding the most BCC-efficient DMU. Using the proposed
model, the decision-maker is able to find the most BCC-efficient DMU by solving only one LP.

Suppose that there are n DMUs (DMUj ; j = 1, . . . , n) to be evaluated in terms of m inputs
xj = (x1j , . . . , xmj) and s outputs yj = (y1j , . . . , ysj). The following BCC model evaluates the
performance of DMU under evaluation, i.e., DMUo under VRS technology:

max eo =

s∑
r=1

uryro + u0,

s.t.
m∑
i=1

vixio = 1,

s∑
r=1

uryrj + u0 −
m∑
i=1

vixij ≤ 0

vi ≥ ϵ

ur ≥ ϵ

u0 is free.

j = 1, . . . , n

i = 1, . . . ,m

r = 1, . . . , s

(1)

where vi and ur are the ith input and rth output weights, respectively; u0 is employed to
portray the situation of returns to scale, and ϵ is the non-Archimedean epsilon which prevents
the weights from being zero (for more details, see Amin and Toloo[2]. DMUo is BCC-efficient
if the optimal objective value for model (1) is 1, otherwise, it is BCC-inefficient. It should
be mentioned here that usually there are many BCC-efficient DMUs that follow the lack of
discriminating power of the BCC model. There is a wide range of studies that have been
undertaken to address this issue [7]. Toloo [5] built the following integrated MBLP model to
find a single efficient DMU under VRS assumption:
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min dmax,

s.t.
m∑
i=1

vixij = 1,

s∑
r=1

uryrj − u0 −
m∑
i=1

vixij + dj = 0,

dmax − dj ≥ 0
n∑

j=1

θj = n− 1,

dj ≤ Mθj

θj ≤ Ndj

dj ≥ 0, θj ∈ {0, 1}
vi ≥ ϵ

ur ≥ ϵ

dmax ≥ 0

u0 is free.

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . .

j = 1, . . . , n

i = 1, . . . ,m

r = 1, . . . , s

(2)

M and N are large positive numbers; dj is deviation of DMUj from efficiency; and θj is
the indicator variable (i.e., a binary variable that indicates a certain state in a model; see [8])
which is imposed on the model to fulfill the following condition:

dj

{= 0, θj = 0
> 0, θj = 1

Definition [5]: decision-making unit number k(DMUk) is the efficient unit if and only if
deviation variable d∗k = 0 (k=the number of variant d).

2. The proposed model

This section introduces the following LP model to determine the single efficient unit with
VRS technology which is achieved by replacing binary variables θj with the continuous range
0 ≤ θj ≤ 1 for j = 1, . . . , n:
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min dmax,

s.t.
m∑
i=1

vixij ≤ 1,

s∑
r=1

uryrj − u0 −
m∑
i=1

vixij + dj = 0,

dmax − dj ≥ 0
n∑

j=1

θj = n− 1,

dj ≤ Mθj

θj ≤ Ndj

θj ≤ 1

vi ≥ ϵ∗

ur ≥ ϵ∗

dj , θj ≥ 0

dmax ≥ 0

u0 is free.

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

j = 1, . . . , n

i = 1, . . . ,m

r = 1, . . . , s

j = 1, . . . , n

(3)

Here, θj ≤ min{1, Ndj} for j = 1, . . . , n and, hence, N should be large enough to allow
θj for j = 1, . . . , n (j ̸= k) to take the value 1; otherwise, the model is infeasible due to the
constraint

∑n
j=1 θj = n − 1. As a result, a feasible model can be achieved if 1 = min{1, Ndj}

or equivalently N ≥ max{ 1
dj

∣∣j = 1, . . . , n} is selected. The following theorems validate the

suggested relaxed model (3). The first theorem proves that the model opts for a single efficient
DMU and the next theorem states that the MBLP model of Toloo [5] is equivalent to its relaxed
model.

Theorem 1. Solving model (3) provides only a single efficient DMU.

Proof. Let (d∗max, d
∗, v∗, u∗, u∗

0, θ
∗) be an optimal solution to model (3). If there exists at least

one zero deviation variable, e.g., d∗k = 0, then according to the following constraint

s∑
r=1

uryrk + u0 −
m∑
i=1

vixik + dk = 0

DMUk is efficient. On the contrary, suppose that for all j we have d∗j > 0. Let

dmin = min{d∗j : j = 1, . . . , n} & d̄∗j = dj − dmin, j = 1, . . . , n

It is evident that (d∗max − dmin, d
∗, v∗, u∗, u∗

0 − dmin, θ
∗) is also feasible for model (3) with

an objective value, d∗max − dmin, which is less than the optimal objective value d∗max, which is
impossible. As a result, model (3) is proved to provide at least one efficient unit under the VRS
form of the technology. Moreover, suppose that both DMUk and DMUl are efficient. Hence,
d∗k = d∗l = 0 which, along with the constraint θj ≤ Ndj (for j ∈ {k, l}), lead to θ∗k = θ∗l = 0.
As a result,

∑n
j=1(j ̸=k & j ̸=l) θj ≤ n− 2 which is a contradiction to constraint

∑n
j=1 θj = n− 1.

Therefore, it is concluded that there exists one and only one efficient DMU, which completes
the proof.
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Theorem 2. The LP Model (3) is equivalent to the MBLP model (2).

Proof. Let (d∗max, d
∗, v∗, u∗, u∗

0, θ
∗) be optimal solution to model (3). In the same manner

analogous to the proof of Theorem 2, there exists a single zero deviation variable d∗k = 0 and a
single zero variable θ∗k = 0. Note that from the constraint

∑n
j=1 θj = n − 1, the only possible

solution is θ∗j = 1,∀j ̸= k. As a result, (d∗max, d
∗, v∗, u∗, u∗

0, θ
∗) is a feasible solution for model

(2). On the contrary, suppose that (d̄∗max, d̄
∗, v̄∗, ū∗, ū∗

0, θ̄
∗) is an optimal solution to model

(2) where d̄∗max < d∗max. As is clear, (d̄∗max, d̄
∗, v̄∗, ū∗, ū∗

0, θ̄
∗) is a feasible solution for model

(3) which is impossible because its objective function value d̄∗max is smaller than the optimal
objective function value d∗max. In much the same way, the revise can be proved. The proof is
now completed.

3. Application

In this paper, the feature of the model is to get the best performance without the rankings.
This paper proposes a new LP model for finding the single efficient DMU. In comparison with
the existing DEA, the proposed alternative LP model is more practical and more reliable and
contains only essential constraints and decision variables. To find the single efficient FLD (s)
given in Table1, the authors applied the proposed model [5] with ϵ = 0.00026. To validate the
proposed model, a well-known numerical illustration is used from the DEA literature. Table1
demonstrates the real dataset of 19 facility layout designs (FLDs) with two inputs and four
outputs.

Inputs Outputs
FLDs

Cost Adjacency Shape ratio Flexibility Quality Utility

1 20309.56 6405 0.4697 0.0113 0.0410 30.89
2 20411.22 5393 0.4380 0.0337 0.0484 31.34
3 20280.28 5294 0.4392 0.0308 0.0653 30.26
4 20053.20 4450 0.3776 0.0245 0.0638 28.03
5 19998.75 4370 0.3526 0.0856 0.0484 25.43
6 20193.68 4393 0.3674 0.0717 0.0361 29.11
7 19779.76 2862 0.2854 0.0245 0.0846 25.29
8 19831.00 5473 0.4398 0.0113 0.0125 24.80
9 19608.43 5161 0.2868 0.0674 0.0724 24.45
10 20038.10 6078 0.6624 0.0856 0.0653 26.45
11 20330.68 4516 0.3437 0.0856 0.0638 29.46
12 20155.09 3702 0.3526 0.0856 0.0846 28.07
13 19641.86 5762 0.2690 0.0337 0.0361 24.58
14 20575.67 4639 0.3441 0.0856 0.0638 32.20
15 20687.50 5646 0.4326 0.0337 0.0452 33.21
16 20779.75 5507 0.3312 0.0856 0.0653 33.60
17 19853.38 3912 0.2847 0.0245 0.0638 31.29
18 19853.38 5974 0.4398 0.0337 0.0179 25.12
19 20355.00 17402 0.4421 0.0856 0.0217 30.02

Table 1: Inputs and outputs of 19 FLDs

GAMS software was used to solve model (3). Table2 summarizes the evaluated (BCC-) efficien-
cies, the optimal deviation, and binary variables.
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FLDs Efficiency d∗j θj BCC-efficiency

1 0.9433 0.0404 0.4697 0.8433
2 0.9791 0.0144 0.4380 0.8791
3 0.9727 0.0187 0.4392 0.8727
4 0.9584 0.0273 0.3776 0.8584
5 0.9426 0.0374 0.3526 0.8426
6 0.9852 0.0097 0.3674 0.9852
7 0.9579 0.0256 0.2854 0.8579
8 0.9021 0.0662 0.4398 0.9021
9 0.8839 0.0768 0.2868 0.8839
10 0.9999 0.0001 0.6624 0.999
11 0.9769 0.0154 0.3437 0.9769
12 0.9998 0.0001 0.3526 0.9998
13 0.8460 0.1043 0.2690 0.8460
14 1.0000 0.0000 0.3441 1.0000
15 0.9821 0.0126 0.4326 0.9821
16 0.9739 0.0183 0.3312 0.9739
17 0.9998 0.0001 0.2847 0.8998
18 0.8970 0.0710 0.4398 0.8970
19 0.6774 0.3226 0.4421 0.6774

Optimal weights

v∗1 0.000027 u∗
1 0.237099

v∗2 0.000026 u∗
2 0.262209

u∗
3 0.000026

u∗
4 0.000026

Table 2: The optimal solution and efficiency scores

The optimal solution reported in Table 2 is equal to the one obtained by the MBLP model
(2). In Toloo [5] model, it was required to first rank the units and determine the best among the
candidate units with Toloo binary model. However, in the new model, which is a continuous
linear model, the efficient unit is specified by solving only once and there are fewer limitations.
For more details, see [5] (p. 5520).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a relaxed model was suggested for identifying a single efficient unit under the
VRA assumption. From a practical point of view, a real dataset was utilized to illustrate the
applicability of the paper’s approach. In Theorem 1, it was proved that the continuous linear
model has only one efficient unit; meaning the unit with deviation variable=0 is efficient. In
Theorem 2, it is proved that the optimal points in the new LP model are equivalent to the
optimal points in the MBLP model of Toloo [5] and vice versa. The proposed relaxed model
is linear and hence has many computational advantages over the non-linear model of Toloo.
For instance, the proposed model is more suitable to deal with big data in DEA, which is very
complex and needs a huge number of computations. Conclusively, the proposed model is more
efficient. Considering the subjective opinions and intuitive senses of decision-makers is another
interesting research direction (for more details see [7].
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and proactive leadership style and managerial accounting on the one hand and between managerial ac-
counting and successful community engagement of non-profit organizations (non-financial performance)
on the other. The study also confirms that managerial accounting mediates the relationship between
the analytical and proactive leadership style and successful community engagement of non-profit orga-
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1. Introduction

Non-profit organizations have a specific scope of business activities, so they need more detailed
information about these processes, which is generated by the managerial accounting system.
Eldenburg and Krishnan [9] and Hopper and Bui [14] point out a surprisingly limited number
of studies on managerial accounting in the non-profit sector. They also emphasize the need for
non-profit organizations to effectively adopt managerial accounting that will enable information
to improve the non-profits’ performance. Managerial accounting in non-profit organizations
cannot be a literal application of its techniques used in for-profit organizations or public sector
organizations. Managerial accounting in non-profit organizations mainly focuses on connecting
the source of funds with the destination, i.e., the efficient use of funds [8].

This study relies on a contingency approach and aims to determine how the contingency
factor as a decision-making style influences managerial accounting in non-profit organizations.
Furthermore, the study seeks to examine how managerial accounting affects the performance of
non-profit organizations and investigates the mediating role of managerial accounting between
an executive’s decision-making style and the performance of non-profit organizations.

The concept of performance in the non-profit sector is still elusive and contested [13] because
no universal standard can apply to conceptualization to date. The performance of non-profit
organizations still has different meanings depending on how an individual organization defines

http://www.hdoi.hr/crorr-journal ©2021 Croatian Operational Research Society
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success [34]. This study focuses only on one particular dimension of the non-profit’s organi-
zational performance, i.e., success in community engagement, which to a large extent reflects
their mission goals.

The study employs the structural equation modelling technique on the data collected from
a sample of 416 non-profit organizations in Croatia. Recently, the dominant tool in managerial
accounting research has been the structural equation modelling (SEM). SEM is a methodol-
ogy that allows: (1) running the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), (2) analysing multiple
regression models simultaneously, (3) analysing regressions with the multicollinearity problem,
(4) conducting the path analysis with multiple dependents, (5) estimating the correlation and
covariance in a model, (6) modelling the inter-relationships among variables in a model, and
(7) testing the hypotheses for mediators and moderators in a model [1]. SEM is appropriate for
management accounting research in the non-profit sector because it represents a method that
can define unobservable conceptual variables like contingency factors, managerial accounting
techniques, and non-financial performance.

By applying SEM, this study improves the research methodology in managerial accounting
research in the non-profit sector because SEM is used to evaluate both unobserved and ob-
served variables and allows the simultaneously construct-measure relationship and construct-
to-construct relationship to be evaluated. Furthermore, this research has a mediator in the
model and SEM enables mediation relationships to be properly examined. By using SEM, this
study examines a series of dependence relationships simultaneously and brings a higher-level
perspective to managerial accounting in the non-profit sector.

Although there has been a growing interest in managerial accounting research in the for-
profit sector [2, 5, 15, 4, 22, 28, 31], research that examines the effects of managerial accounting
techniques on non-profit’s performance is still scarce. Therefore, the main objectives of this
study are: (1) to analyze the relationship between the manager’s decision-making style and the
application of managerial accounting in non-profit organizations, (2) to analyze the relationship
between the application of managerial accounting and the level of community engagement –
a proxy for non-profits’ organizational performance, and (3) to investigate the mediating role
of managerial accounting between an executive’s decision-making style and the performance
of non-profit organizations. This study contributes to the managerial accounting literature by
responding to recent calls to investigate the effects of managerial accounting in the non-profit
sector. This study represents one of the rare studies that explore managerial accounting tech-
niques in non-profit organizations. It provides empirical evidence that managerial accounting
is a mechanism that supports the performance of non-profit organizations.

The structure of this study is as follows. In the second section, the theoretical background
is presented, followed by the development of hypotheses. Methodology and data are explained
in the third section, followed by the results and discussion. The final section presents the con-
cluding remarks.

2. Theoretical background and hypotheses development

In accounting, managerial decision-making style is a critical contingency factor because man-
agers’ ability to use accounting information allows them to understand the basic accounting pro-
cesses that affect the effectiveness of decision-making [20]. Connor and Becker [7] identified four
types of the managerial decision-making style: (1) the analytical style characterizes managers
who use more information and variants in problem - solving; (2) the directive decision-making
style characterizes managers who make quick decisions and focus on the short term, do not use
a large amount of information, and assess a small number of opportunities; (3) the conceptual
style characterizes managers who are creative and prone to risk; (4) the behavioral style where
performance arises from focusing on people and their needs. The managerial decision-making
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style factor has been neglected in management accounting research in the non-profit sector. It
is common knowledge in the accounting literature that information users have different pref-
erences for information and processing capabilities due to different models, decision-making
styles, and cognitive decision-making characteristics [29], so it is reasonable to assume:
H1. Analytical and proactive manager’s decision-making style is positively related to the appli-
cation of managerial accounting in non-profits.

In managerial accounting research on the for-profit and public sectors, many studies have
examined the relationship between the level of application of managerial accounting and the
achievement of organizational performance. Numerous studies have provided evidence that a
higher level of application of managerial accounting leads to better performance [32, 22, 21, 27,
31]. Managerial accounting studies in the non-profit sector are scarce. Studies in the non-profit
sector generally point to the importance of applying managerial accounting and prescribing
tools and techniques used in managerial accounting to improve efficiency. Ip, Li, and Yau [17]
found that the activity-based costing enables staff yields better results. Pizzini [25] conducted
an empirical research on the sample of non-profit hospitals and proved that providing detailed
cost information is positively related to improved financial performance. Ryan and Irvine [26]
suggested that transparent disclosure of cost information can improve public trust in non-
profit organizations. Henderson and Lambert [12] carried out a case study analysis where the
managerial accounting system appears to enhance the process of decision-making in charities.
In light of the limited prior empirical findings in the non-profit sector, which is consistent
with the reported positive relationship between the application of managerial accounting and
organizational performance in the for-profit and public sectors, the following hypothesis is
developed:
H2. The application of managerial accounting in non-profits is positively related to the level of
community engagement – a proxy for non-profits organizational performance.

Previous research that has linked the mediating effect of the application of managerial ac-
counting and performance is mainly related to the for-profit sector. The studies in the for-profit
sector have identified supporting evidence for the mediating impact of managerial accounting
between contingency factors and performance achievement. Thus, Bouwens and Abernethy [2]
concluded that a managerial accounting system can assist managers in resolving the uncer-
tainty associated with decision-making. Hoque [15] found a significant and positive association
between strategic decisions and successful business when the managers use accounting informa-
tion. In their study, Cadez and Guilding [4] confirmed the mediating influence of managerial
accounting between contingency factors such as strategy and size of the organization and the
performance achieved. A study by Teeratansirikoola et al. [28] also provides an insight into the
mediating role of managerial accounting in terms of competitive strategic priorities and organi-
zational performance. Although evidence of the mediating effect of managerial accounting exists
in the for-profit sector, the literature base in the non-profits area remains sparse. Wadongo and
Abdel Kaber [33] claim that the managerial accounting system implemented in non-profit orga-
nizations should improve the efficiency by enabling managers to better deal with the external
environment and specificities within the organizations themselves. In light of the limited prior
empirical findings in the non-profit sector, the following hypothesis about the mediating role
of managerial accounting in the non-profit sector has been motivated by the evidence in the
for-profit sector. Regardless of the direct relationships set in the first two hypotheses, this
research also assumes a mediating effect of managerial accounting system between manager’s
decision-making style as the contingency factor and the dimension of the non-profit’s organi-
zational performance, i.e., success in community engagement. Therefore, the research is based
on the assumption that non-profit organizations with an analytical and proactive manager will
be more successful in community engagement through the mediation effects of managerial ac-
counting.
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The following hypothesis is developed:

H3. Managerial accounting in non-profits mediates the effect of the analytical and proactive
manager’s style of decision-making on the success in community engagement.

3. Methodology and Data

Empirical research was conducted using a questionnaire survey. An online questionnaire was
e-mailed to 1,057 non-profit organizations in Croatia. Only those non-profit organizations that
use the double-entry bookkeeping and have more ten employees/volunteers were selected for the
sample. An e-mail with a link to the online questionnaire was sent to the executives of non-profit
organizations because they were expected to have access to a wide range of business information
and have sufficient information about the application of managerial accounting in organizations.
The survey consisted of several parts. The first part included questions on the manager’s
decision-making style. The measure used draws on Gordon and Miller’s [10] characteristics
of a manager’s decision-making style: (1) decision analysis, (2) decision time horizons, (3)
complex decision making, (4) proactivity, and (5) strategy awareness. The respondents were
asked to indicate the degree of agreement with a particular statement concerning these five
aspects of decision-making. The five-point Likert scale ranged from “1” (strongly disagree) to
“5” (strongly agree). The second part of the survey referred to questions on the managerial
accounting techniques. The usage level of managerial accounting techniques was measured using
a slightly modified approach by King, Clarkson, and Wallace [18], following the question, “How
systematically does the organization use the following management accounting techniques?“.
The techniques were listed together with a Likert-type scale ranging from “1” (not at all) to “5”
(every week). The third part of the survey encompassed questions on a particular dimension
of the non-profit’s organizational performance, i.e., success in community engagement. Success
in community engagement was measured using a modified version of Mitchell [23] and Colbran
et al. [6]. Two additional dimensions were added: (1) “the success of the participation in
influencing public policy” and (2) “the success in initiatives to create an enabling environment
for developing the civil society.” For each dimension, the respondents were asked to indicate their
agreement related to the success in community engagement on a scale ranging from “1” (strongly
disagree) to “5” (strongly agree). The last part of the survey referred to the socio-demographic
characteristics. A total of 416 responses were received to the e-mails sent. There was no missing
data. Thus, the overall response rate was 39.36 %. Non-profit organizations represented in the
sample include 86.3 % associations, 7.7 % institutions, 1.9 % religious organizations, and 1
% chambers. Out of the total surveyed non-profit organizations, 3.1 % represent other non-
profit organizations such as foundations, cooperatives, etc. The non-profit’s managers from the
sample are mostly of a younger age. Namely, 53.8 % of the respondents are below 45 years
of age, and 28.6 % are between 46 and 55 years of age. Over 50 % of the managers from the
sample have more than ten years of experience in the non-profit sector. Most of them (57
%) have been holding managerial positions in the non-profit sector for more than six years,
which indicates that the non-profit’s managers from the sample have experience in managing
non-profit organizations.

Covariance-based structural equation modelling (with AMOS 23.0) was applied to test the
proposed hypotheses. Structural equation modelling (SEM) is a multivariate technique that
allows a set of relationships between the variables to be examined, based on variates in the
measurement and structural models [11]. SEM is not unrelated to statistical models such
as analysis of variance (ANOVA), multiple regression analysis, and principal factor analysis
because SEM represents the generalization, integration, and extension of these familiar mod-
els [16]. This statistical technique can be helpful in managerial accounting research because
empirical research in managerial accounting often involves a complex set of different variables.
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Although ANOVA and multiple regression analysis can accommodate numerous dependent vari-
ables, they are limited in how the relations between those variables are specified; in ANOVA
and multiple regression analysis, the variable can be the independent or dependent variable,
but not both [16]. SEM can handle both analytical situations. Furthermore, SEM enables a
more explicit conceptualization of the theory under study because the hypothesized model can
be tested statistically in simultaneous analysis of the entire system of variables to determine
the extent to which it is consistent with the data [3]. Accordingly, several aspects of SEM set
it apart from other multivariate techniques [19, 3, 24]: (1) SEM provides precise estimates of
error variance parameters, unlike traditional multivariate techniques, which are incapable of
either assessing or correcting measurement errors, (2) using SEM procedures can incorporate
both unobserved and observed variables, (3) SEM allows the evaluation of entire models, which
brings a higher-level perspective to the analysis, (4) there are no widely applied alternative
methods for modelling multivariate relations or estimating indirect effects, and these features
are available using SEM methodology, (5) the SEM family is a highly flexible set of techniques,
applicable to both experimental and nonexperimental data, and (6) SEM offers flexibility for
testing mediation and moderation relationships.

4. Results and discussion

The preliminary evaluation of scales was done using the exploratory factor analysis (EFA). EFA
was performed on 15 items to interpret the factor structure. Bartlett’s test (χ2 = 2,569.156,
P< 0.001) and KMO (0.831) supported the factorability of the item set, indicating the adequacy
of sampling. The principal component analysis and the Varimax rotation technique were used
to identify the underlying dimensions of the constructs. Kaiser’s rule identified three factors.
A 3-factor solution produced factors that corresponded to managerial accounting (MA), ana-
lytical and proactive manager’s style (APMS), and community engagement (CE). The solution
explained 61.268 % of the variance in the data. All items loaded on the corresponding factors
with factor loadings higher than 0.5, and all items had clean loadings.

4.1. Measurement model

The first part of the analysis aimed to investigate the best measurement model. Confirmatory
factor analysis was conducted with the model of structural equations, i.e., in the measurement
model, with three factors and 15 variables.

Data were checked for univariate and multivariate normality. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test indicated the non-normality of all variables. The skewness and kurtosis measures of most
of the variables are within the -2 and +2 acceptable range. Exceptions are variables CE3
(2.267) and APMS3 (3.482) that thus exhibit a degree of non-normality. However, in the case
of multivariate normality, the results showed that the data violated the multivariate normal-
ity assumption since Mardia’s coefficient was higher than 5 and the critical value was higher
than 1.96. Considering that maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) rests on the assumption
of multivariate normality, the evidence of multivariate non-normal distributions required Boot-
strapping resampling procedure when evaluating the structural model. Data were also checked
for outliers by using the Mahalanobis distance, and the results showed outliers. However, when
the reasons for the irregularity of the results cannot be determined, according to Thompson’s
[30] recommendation, it is not reasonable to delete the grades just because of the atypicality
of deviations. Thus, identified outliers were not removed. So, the final sample includes 416
respondents.

The analysis in the measurement model was conducted using the statistical package AMOS
Graphic 23.0.0. The estimation method was maximum likelihood (ML), assuming data nor-
mality. The N:q rule can be applied when the ML is used, and the commonly suggested ratio
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is 10:1 to 20:1 [19]. Therefore, the requirement regarding the sample size according to the
number of free parameters was satisfied. Regression coefficients are fixed at 1 to achieve model
identification. As for the construction in the model, reflective construction is used.
After the measurement model specification, the suitability of the assumed model was reviewed,
and the majority of model fit statistics did not show proper fits. Thus, it was apparent that
some modifications in the specification were needed to identify a model that represents the
sample data better. Therefore, it was necessary to examine the parameter estimation and mod-
ification index and generate a new model. The initially hypothesized model was modified by
adding a covariance between error terms for CE1 and CE3 and for CE1 and CE4. Goodness-
of-fit statistics revealed improvement to the model fit. An assessment of the assumed model
showed a Chi-square of 137.459 with df 85. Additionally, the composite reliability (CR), av-
erage variance extracted (AVE), and Cronbach’s alpha values (α) (Table 1) indicate that the
unidimensionality requirement was achieved, and all items have acceptable factor loadings for
the particular latent construct. The presence of convergent validity and reliability was also
established.

Table 1: CFA results - convergent validity and reliability measurements for variables

Factor Item Estimate α CR AVE

APMS I deal only with day-to-day operational issues ignoring the long-
term consequences. APMS3

0.768 0.86 0.86 0.55

I make decisions without spending much time studying the envi-
ronment, problems, and opportunities. APMS2

0.838

I make decisions based on my intuition ignoring objective facts.
APMS1

0.688

I have a simple approach to decision-making without detailed as-
sessments and monitoring of how beneficiaries and donors behave.
APMS4

0.775

I only act when something happens, and I don’t want to influence
what will happen. APMS5

0.635

MA The non-profit organization monitors internal performance indi-
cators. MA6

0.516 0.85 0.85 0.50

The non-profit organization monitors overhead costs by assigning
them to activities. MA5

0.686

The non-profit organization monitors cost by functional classifi-
cation. MA4

0.756

The non-profit organization monitors direct and indirect project
costs. MA3

0.833

The non-profit organization controls the budgeting of costs. MA2 0.745
The non-profit organization monitors cost by the source of fund-
ing. MA1

0.656

CE The non-profit increases the number of new contacts for network-
ing and collaboration. CE3

0.876 0.78 0.81 0.52

The non-profit organization increases the number of partner or-
ganizations that support the organization. CE2

0.863

The non-profit organization successfully participates in influenc-
ing public policy. CE1

0.561

The non-profit organization successfully participates in initiatives
to create a stimulating environment for the development of civil
society. CE4

0.514

Table 1 indicates that all variables have acceptable values of the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
> 0.7 and that the condition of internal reliability was met. Composite reliability values (CR
> 0.6) confirmed the reliability and internal consistency of manifest variables that measure
the latent variable. The values of mean extracted variance (AVE) range from 0.50 to 0.55.
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According to the established rule that AVE should be > 0.5, the convergent validity of the
construct was adequate. In summary, the analysis of the measurement model revealed that the
assumptions of one-dimensionality, validity, and reliability were met.
Correlations among the latent variables lower than 0.85 and the roots of AVEs values (Table 2)
suggest the presence of discriminant validity of the used measurement scales.

Table 2: Discriminant validity analysis of the used measurement scales

APMS MA CE

APMS 0.744

MA 0.245 0.706

CE 0.217 0.290 0.723

The CFA indicates a good fit of the model (Table 3). In the chi-square analysis, the p-value
was 0.000. It should be non-significant to indicate the fit of the model. However, chi-square is
sensitive to sample size and violation of multivariate normality, so various fit indicators were
considered to assess the data-model fit. The goodness-of-fit indices reflect a good fit (Table 3).

Table 3: Summary fit model

Indicator Values

Absolute fit
Discrepancy Chi Square (Chisq p-value) 0.000
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 0.039
Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) 0.959

Incremental fit

Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index (AGFI) 0.941
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 0.979
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) 0.974
Normed Fit Index (NFI) 0.948

Parsimonious fit Chi-Square/Degrees of Freedom (Chisq/df) 1.617

As mentioned earlier, the assumption of multivariate normality was not met. Therefore, a
Bollen-Stine bootstrap was performed. The Bollen-Stine was run on 2,000 bootstrap samples,
and the Bollen-Stine bootstrap p-value was 0.054. Since the Bollen-Stine bootstrap p-value was
insignificant (>0.05), the conclusion was that the model fits the data well, even in the case of
this sample with non-normally distributed data.

4.2. Structural model

The Structural (SEM) model (Figure 1) was performed using the bootstrap maximum likelihood
estimator and was identified by three interrelated latent constructs: APMS (analytical and
proactive manager’s style), MA (managerial accounting), and CE (community engagement).
The following figure indicates the structural relationship model.
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Figure 1: Structural model: standardized solution.

Before interpreting the structural relationship model (Table 4), the crucial fit tests of the
created SEM model were calculated and compared with reference values. It was found that all
fitness measured in this research achieved the suggested values and represented a good model
fit (GFI: 0.959; RMSEA: 0.039; AGFI: 0.941; CFI: 0.979; TLI: 0.974; NFI: 0.948; Chisq/df:
1.617).

Table 4: Structural model results - hypothesis testing

Hypothesis Estimate p-value Results
H1 0.245 *** H1 is supported
H2 0.252 *** H2 is supported

*** p<0.001.

As hypothesized, an analytical and proactive manager’s decision-making style has a significant
and positive impact on the application of managerial accounting in non-profit organizations
(β = 0.245, p< 0.001). Additionally, the application of managerial accounting in non-profit
organizations has a significant and positive impact on the level of community engagement – a
proxy for non-profits’ organizational performance (β = 0.252, p< 0.001).

Furthermore, the mediating role of managerial accounting was tested using the bootstrap-
ping approach with 2,000 bootstrap resamples. The mediating effect was tested employing the
maximum likelihood (ML) bootstrap with 95% bias-corrected confidence intervals. First, the re-
lationship between an analytical and proactive manager’s decision-making style and community
engagement without managerial accounting (mediator) was tested. The results showed a signif-
icant (p< 0.001) relationship between an analytical and proactive manager’s decision-making
style and community engagement. Second, the indirect effect from the analytical and proac-
tive manager’s decision-making style was tested through managerial accounting. The results
indicated a significant indirect effect (p=0.000) and showed the mediating role of managerial
accounting. The indirect effect of 0.062 is obtained by multiplication of direct paths β1 =0.245
and β2 = 0.252, as presented in Table 4. Lastly, the direct and indirect effects were analysed
to assess whether this mediation was complete or partial, and the results indicated that the
mediation was partial (Table 5).
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Table 5: Structural model results - hypothesis testing

Effects Estimates Two-Tailed Significance Bias corrected confidence interval (95%)
Indirect Effects 0.062 0.000 0.030- 0.108
Direct Effect 0.155 0.005 0.046- 0.263

Empirical findings from this study are consistent with theoretical expectations and results of
studies in the for-profit sector. Findings on the positive influence of the analytical and proactive
manager’s decision-making style on the application of managerial accounting are compatible
with the findings in profit organizations [10, 29, 5]. In addition, evidence in this study of the
positive influence of managerial accounting on the level of community engagement (a proxy for
non-profits organizational performance) is consistent with similar studies in the for-profit sector
[32, 22, 21, 27, 31]. Although the concept of performance is different in the non-profit sector
in contrast to the for-profit sector in the aforementioned studies, the basic logic is analogous.
The results confirm that the information provided by the managerial accounting system has the
potential to increase the efficiency of non-profit as well as in the for-profit sector.The study also
finds an indirect effect between the analytical and proactive manager’s decision-making style and
success in community engagement through managerial accounting. It illustrates the potential
of the analytical and proactive manager’s decision-making style and managerial accounting to
improve the non-profit’s community engagement. Managers in non-profit organizations need to
adopt techniques used in managerial accounting as they represent the solutions to the improved
performance of non-profit organizations.

5. Conclusion

This study provides several interesting results. First, the analytical and proactive manager’s
decision-making style identified as the contingency factor is positively associated with manage-
rial accounting in non-profit organizations. Second, the findings provide evidence that man-
agerial accounting enhances the performance of non-profit organizations, approximated by the
success in community engagement. Finally, this study reveals the mediating role of manage-
rial accounting between an executive’s decision-making style and the performance of non-profit
organizations.

The SEM analysis provides evidence that the manager’s decision-making style and applica-
tion of managerial accounting techniques enhance the performance of non-profit organizations.
These findings suggest that non-profit organizations should specifically prioritize the implemen-
tation of managerial accounting techniques to help them improve a particular dimension of the
non-profit’s organizational performance, i.e., success in community engagement.

There are some limitations to this study that should be considered. First, the data were
collected at a single point in time. It is recommended that future studies examine longitudinal
data to evaluate if managerial accounting continues to mediate the relation between analytical
and proactive leadership style and community engagement over an extended period. Second,
other contingency factors have not been captured in the model in this study. Future studies
in the non-profit sector could consider contingency factors such as environmental uncertainty,
technology, organizational structure, organizational strategy, etc. Third, this study used a
particular dimension of the non-profit’s organizational performance, i.e., success in community
engagement. The concept of performance in the non-profit sector still has different meanings.
Future studies could investigate other dimensions of the performance of non-profit organizations.
This study is also a call for further attempts to advance the operationalization of the concept
of performance in the non-profit sector. Future research in the non-profit sector can explore
more contingency factors relating to managerial accounting adoption that support different
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dimensions of performance of non-profit organizations and improve the SEM modelling by
a more complex model with more variables. The mentioned limitations do not reduce the
contribution of this study, although the derived conclusions have to be taken with caution.

This study contributes to managerial accounting research in the non-profit sector and re-
sponds to recent calls to investigate the direct and indirect effects of managerial accounting
in non-profit organizations. By using SEM, this research also significantly contributes to the
research methodology on managerial accounting research in the non-profit sector.
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Abstract. Motivation to open a for-profit nursing home is the same as motivation to start any other
business, and it seems that, due to various demographic and social changes, the interest in this sector,
especially in developed countries, will increase in the future. In that context, this research aims to
analyze the efficiency of for-profit nursing homes with a focus on Croatian for-profit nursing homes
from 2015 to 2019. In order to estimate different kinds of efficiencies, precisely to estimate techno-
logical change, which can’t be estimated through windows DEA, and technical efficiency changes, the
Malmquist – DEA performance measure was chosen for this analysis. The results show that for-profit
nursing homes in our sample experienced an increase in the total factor productivity by 12.67% in the
analyzed period, where the decline in technical efficiency (–0.21%) was compensated by an increase in
technological change (13.16%). Although technological innovation shifted the relative efficient frontier
to a higher level, for-profit nursing homes in our sample were far from the best production frontier,
highlighting managerial inefficiency.
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1. Introduction

Silver economy, which is related to all economic activities, products and services designed to
meet the needs and demands of people over 50 [4], might be just a new buzzword but data on
population age structure indicate that the aging process will change the way in which we analyze
various economic concepts. Namely, almost a quarter (24.52%) of the global population is 50
and over, and in Europe, this portion is significantly higher (39.91%) [26]. When we observe
data on adults over 65, who globally account for 9.56% and in Europe 19.46% of the whole
population, it is understandable why along with gerontology, that studies physical, mental and
social implications of aging [9], gerontechnology evolved as well. Silver economy, gerontology,
and gerontechnology (which is focused on designing technology and environment for independent
living and social participation of older people [10]), serve as a framework for analyzing nursing
homes for older people which is the main focus of this research.

Activities of nursing homes can be analyzed from many different angles and are a prolific
scientific niche. General trends suggest that the population is getting older, life expectancy is
longer, fertility rates are lower and the structure and size of a family alters and all these changes
increase the demand for nursing homes, especially in developed countries. The aforementioned
changes have macroeconomic implications which become evident in the form of higher health
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and social care expenditures, increased burden on the public pension system, workforce short-
age, and even lower productivity of workers whose elderly family members are not properly
taken care of. Furthermore, nursing home business has various effects on both the private and
public sector since at the same time it can: (a) satisfy the growing demand for accommodating
the elderly, (b) create new jobs for many workers from different professions, (c) contribute to
the state budget, and (d) raise the quality of life for both its users and their families. Therefore,
this paper acknowledges the importance of various aspects of the nursing home business but is
directed solely to a particular microeconomic aspect, i.e. to the efficiency of this business.

Over the years, efficiency of nursing homes has been mainly analyzed by using Data En-
velopment Analysis (DEA) and to a minor extent by using Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
(for detailed literature overview cf. [14] and [25]). Regarding the sample, these studies mainly
address nursing homes in the USA, Canada, Taiwan, and several highly developed European
countries [25]. An insight into variables used to detect efficiency of nursing homes reveals that
authors mainly used number of beds, number of nursing/non-nursing employees and labor price
as input variables, while number of residents’ days was most often used as an output variable.
To the authors’ best knowledge, solely [11, 12] and [27] use at least one financial indicator as
an input or output variable. In 1992, [11] analysed 22 nursing homes in Kansas in output-
oriented DEA analysis, while [27] investigated efficiency in 2012 and 2013 for 96 non-profit
nursing homes in Portugal by using input–oriented DEA and Tobit regression. On the other
hand, [12] used input–oriented DEA to analyze the efficiency of 41 Croatian for-profit nursing
homes in 2019. Therefore, this paper contributes to the field in several ways. First, it provides
a unique microeconomic perspective on nursing homes business by focusing on for-profit homes
and using financial variables. Namely, the demand for this type of service is growing, and
the whole observed economic system and owners of these homes benefit from efficient use of
resources. Therefore, a study evaluates the efficiency of for-profit homes in terms of generating
profit, while in order to follow the production process proxies, three standard factors of pro-
duction are used as inputs. In other words, this paper emphasizes the importance of studying
nursing homes business as any other investment opportunity without neglecting the importance
of services they provide for their users, their families, and the whole society. Second, in order to
monitor efficiency over time, the paper provides a critical theoretical analysis of the Malmquist
index and Window analysis, arguing for the use of the Malmquist index. Namely, according
to [19] one of the main features of the DEA Malmquist index is that despite measuring the
change in efficiency over time, it presents two additional pieces of information that relate to
the change in technical efficiency and technology. According to this information, it is possible
to analyze the catching-up effect and innovation. Finally, besides theoretical and methodolog-
ical contribution, by focusing solely on Croatian for-profit nursing homes, the paper provides
an insight into characteristics of this business activity in under-analyzed European countries.
Hence, the obtained results are valuable to managers of nursing homes, both those for-profit
and non-profit since the demand for this service is increasing and it is in their best interest to
rationalize their resources. Furthermore, resource efficiency, especially in an activity that has
multiple social implications is important for policymakers, as well.

The remainder of the paper has the following structure. The second section describes the
sample and observed variables, as well as gives an overview of the used methodology. The third
section presents results and accompanying discussion while the conclusion is given in the fourth
section.
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2. Methodological framework

2.1. Data description

As already stated, the population in Europe is in general older than elsewhere in the world,
and data on age structure suggest that the situation in Croatia is even more alarming. Around
42% (42.52%) of the population is 50 and over, while 21.31% is 65 and older [3]. Along with the
aforementioned trends related to fertility rates, family structure, and life expectancy, aging is an
important factor for the Croatian economy in various ways but the focus of this paper is solely
on nursing homes business. All these changes in population and society increase the demand for
nursing homes and it seems this trend will continue. Namely, in Croatia there are four types of
accommodation for the elderly: (1) foster family - maximum of 4 people can be accommodated
in a single foster family; (2) family home for the elderly – it can accommodate up to 20 people in
one household; (3) home for elderly which is not established as an institution – an association,
religious community, company, and other domestic and foreign legal entities, as well as an
individual, in addition to performing the main activity for which it is registered, can provide
this social service; (4) home for the elderly (a social welfare institution) – a public institution
that may be established by the Republic of Croatia, unit of local and regional government
(decentralized homes), religious community, company, association, and other domestic and
foreign legal entities.

In Croatia, there are accommodation capacities for 29,414 or 3.68% of people aged 65 and
over, which is far lower than the EU average of 5% [28]. There are just two state nursing
homes (with 168 users) and 45 decentralized nursing homes (with 10,947 users in 2020) [21].
On the other hand, on 31 December 2019, 431 family homes were operating, with a capacity
for 10,222 users and there were 106 non-state homes for the elderly with a capacity for 6,458
users [21]. Along with the fact that the number of state and other decentralized homes has
stayed the same for years, the government plans to abolish family homes over the next 5 years
(and as an alternative, they offer to provide this service as foster care or via the establishment
of an institution for the care of the elderly). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that number
of nursing homes in private ownership will raise in Croatia even though there is a trend in
developed countries to decrease institutionalized accommodation for the elderly. Namely, the
aim is to establish a support system so that the elderly can continue to live in their own homes
and get help in different aspects of their everyday life.

The Croatian Ministry of Labor, Pension System, Family and Social Policy publishes a
list of legal entities providing social services [15] and the Croatian Chamber of Commerce [5]
provides information on legal entities operating in Croatia and we used these two sources to
gather data for this research since we analyzed for-profit nursing homes in Croatia. As the
number of private limited liability companies is raising over the years (e.g. in autumn of 2021
there were 42, which is an increase by approximately 17% when compared to spring 2021 and
the number of simple private limited companies was 38, which is an increase by approximately
23% in the same period) we choose to observe for-profit nursing homes that have been operating
through the whole period from 2015 to 2019. Because of this requirement regarding the observed
period, the sample is further reduced to 16 for-profit nursing homes in order to satisfy the rules
of the methodology used, i.e. a unit (nursing home) is included in the sample only if all of
its observed data differs from zero. Namely, the Malmquist DEA index is used to analyze the
efficiency change of for-profit nursing homes in Croatia in the period 2015 – 2019.

Furthermore, variables in this study were selected in a way that represents the efficiency
of nursing homes observed from an investment opportunity aspect, i.e., we selected financial
variables following [11] and [27] that are focused on the same sector, yet we found confirmation
for this decision in studies of a similar sector, such as private hospital sector [6] or other
sectors, such as in [2, 22] and [30]. More precisely, the output is presented through revenues,
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while in order to follow the production process, proxies for standard microeconomic factors of
production (land, labor, and capital) are used as inputs. Along with aforementioned studies,
that served as a ground point for selecting input and output variables, the fact that there are
no publicly available data on other business aspects of for-profit nursing homes in Croatia plays
an important role in establishing the DEA model. Namely, there are no publicly available data
on the number of beds, number of medical and non-medical staff in each home, etc.

The data set for measuring the efficiency of for-profit nursing homes, presented in Table 1,
consist of three inputs (tangible assets, staff costs, and material costs) and one output (total
revenue).

Variable Mean Standard deviation Minimum Maximum

Inputs:
Tangible assets 510,677.28 1,065,163.50 1,552.00 4,316,154.00
Staff costs 350,329.75 271,853.05 46,511.00 1,699,280.00
Material costs 297,997.40 277,006.44 2,995.00 1,444,258.00
Output:

Total revenues 759,999.68 671,704.79 109,681.00 3,508,298.00

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of selected variables in period 2015–2019.

2.2. Specification of DEA model

Performance can be defined as a suitable combination of efficiency and effectiveness. According
to [18], the beginnings of microeconomic efficiency theory started in 1950 when Koopmans first
defined technical efficiency. As mentioned in [19], efficiency is defined as the ratio used for
production factors, i.e. inputs and outputs. Accordingly, activity is efficient if it for a given
level of inputs produces a greater amount of outputs or if it for a certain amount of outputs uses
fewer inputs. On the contrary, effectiveness refers to using minimum inputs for a given number
of outcomes, and it includes the dimension of quality. Seven years after the first definition
of efficiency, Farrell defined how to measure it [19]. Even though methodology for measuring
efficiency has been constantly improving ever since, its effective application on public services
has remained a conceptual challenge.

As mentioned before, in order to set the efficiency frontier, different statistical and math-
ematical approaches can be applied. The statistical approach is based on econometric models
and has the characteristics of stochasticity (randomness), while the mathematical approach
is based on the models known as linear programming and is deterministic by nature. Those
two approaches differ in the way they define the efficiency frontier and how they interpret the
observed units that deviate from the frontier. More precisely, the econometric approach aims
to determine the absolute efficiency in relation to the set benchmark. The deviations can be
the result of random error, which is normally distributed, and inefficiency, which is asymmetri-
cally distributed. More precisely, the deterministic frontier approach (DFA) takes all deviations
from the border as a result of inefficiency, where its major disadvantages are the difficulty in
including more outputs in analysis and the fact that it requires a large sample. The stochastic
frontier approach (SFA) solves the biggest drawback of the DFA by taking into account the
existence of external factors, while the problem of an assumption of normal distribution still
remains [29].

As opposed to statistical approaches, whose objective is to determine the absolute efficiency
of the observed unit in relation to an idealized comparison with the standards, mathematical
programming analyzes relative efficiency in relation to other units within the same network. In
order to evaluate relative efficiency, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is the most commonly
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used tool for linear programming. By determining relative efficiency, all deviations from the
frontier are treated as inefficient [7]. Furthermore, it does not require specific functions of
providing services. Namely, the formulation of production is based on inputs and outputs,
where the non–parametric bases and freedom to process multiple inputs and outputs with
different units, resolve the problem of measurement data required for an econometric approach.
Because of all the aforementioned, DEA has become the dominant approach for measuring
efficiency in many economic sectors [16] and is thus used in this study.

The first step of the DEA approach is to select a model for assessing efficiency. Types of
DEA models can be defined based on the scale and orientation of the model. As explained in
[7], basic models are Charnes – Cooper – Rhodes (CCR) model (1978), and Banker – Charnes –
Cooper (BCC) model (1984). The CCR model assumes a constant rate of substitution between
inputs and outputs (CRS), while the BCC assumes an existing economy of scale (VRS). Both
models can be oriented towards output maximization or input minimization.

As owners of for-profit nursing homes have higher control over the inputs than their outputs,
and because they prefer to provide care by using their resources in a least costly way, our analysis
required the implementation of an input-oriented DEA model. Moreover, most studies dealing
with nursing homes used solely input-oriented models (according to [14] 11 out of 14 analyzed
studies). Furthermore, to implement an appropriate model according to returns to scale, overall
technical efficiency (OTE) (running CCR input–oriented model) and pure technical efficiency
(PTE) (running BCC input–oriented model) for 2019 were calculated. Furthermore, the scale
efficiency (SE) is calculated as the ratio of OTE to PTE [17]. This step is a precondition for
the following analysis because the CRS assumption is valid only if the SE score is equal to one
[8].

DMUs∗ OTE PTE SE DMUs∗ OTE PTE SE

NH1 0.8938 1 0.8938 NH9 0.9509 1 0.9509
NH2 0.6628 0.6652 0.9964 NH10 0.898 0.9798 0.9165
NH3 1 1 1 NH11 0.8651 1 0.8651
NH4 0.8551 0.9124 0.9372 NH12 0.9865 0.9925 0.9940
NH5 0.7194 0.7231 0.9949 NH13 0.8464 0.8823 0.9593
NH6 0.8026 0.8042 0.9980 NH14 1 1 1
NH7 1 1 1 NH15 1 1 1
NH8 0.7275 0.7346 0.9903 NH16 1 1 1

Mean 0.8880 0.9184 0.9763
*Database with names of nursing homes is available upon request

Table 2: Overall, technical and scale efficiency of Croatian for-profit nursing homes in 2019.

According to results presented in Table 2, Croatian for-profit nursing homes did not operate
on the scale fit to their capacities, i.e. they were not successful in delivering their services
at optimal scale. Within the presented theoretical framework, in the following analysis an
emphasis is placed on PTE (without scale efficiency) by comparing for-profit nursing homes
only to other nursing homes of similar scale, by highlighting managerial inefficiency, i.e. the
input–oriented BCC model was chosen for this analysis.

2.3. Panel evaluations

In order to quantify the evolution of efficiency over a period of time, i.e. to measure efficiency
through cross–sections and variable data over time, a DEA window analysis (WDEA) and
the Malmquist productivity index (MI) can be used. Namely, DEA analysis has a stationary
character, and those two analyses resolve this weakness. Contrary to cross–sectional data, which
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provide a snapshot of producers and their efficiency, panel data provide more reliable evidence
on their performance by tracking the performance of each producer through sequence periods
[24].

According to [23], WDEA was first introduced by Charnes and Cooper (1985), whereby
the relative efficiency was measured for models with a small sample size over time (e.g., [23]
used window analysis to analyze five Spanish electricity distribution firms between 2006-2015,
while [1] applied DEA window analysis to measure the efficiencies of two packaging lines in the
Penicillin plant in a Jordanian Medical Company from April to October 2010). It evaluates the
performance of a decision–making unit (DMU) over time by treating it as a different entity in
each period. That is, it allows the comparison of each DMUs against itself and other DMUs.
Moreover, according to [13], WDEA can be used to address the issue of the lower degree of
freedom in DEA, when the number of DMUs is lower than the number of inputs and outputs.

On the other hand, MI provides an opportunity to compare the nursing home’s performance
from one period to another [20]. According to [19], MI was suggested by Malmquist in 1953, then
developed by Caves et al. in 1982 as a productivity index, and finally developed by Fare et al.
in 1994 as the Malmquist – DEA performance measure. MI can decompose the overall efficiency
measure into two components, one measuring the change in technical efficiency (EFFCH) and
the other measuring change in technology (TECHCH). More precisely, the first component
measures change in technical efficiency from one period to another, i.e. it measures how the
DMU has managed to catch up to the relatively efficient frontier. Furthermore, the second
component measures changes in the efficient frontier from one period to another. By analyzing
those two components, it is possible to identify whether the identified changes from one period
to another are due to pure efficiency improvement, technological changes in service delivery
(whether they are related to certain innovation in the production process, which caused a shift
in the efficiency frontier) or are the consequence of both these changes.

In order to estimate different kinds of efficiencies, precisely to estimate technological change
which can’t be estimated by using WDEA, the MI was chosen for this analysis. Namely, when
inefficiency exists, the relative movement of any given DMU over time depends on both its
position relative to the corresponding frontier and the position of the frontier itself.

3. Results and discussion

Table 3 presents the technical efficiency scores obtained from the input–oriented BCC model
for 16 for-profit nursing homes (NH) and their distribution, while the efficiency analysis was
conducted using the computer software Frontier Analyst Banxia Software.

DEA forms a frontier using the efficient DMUs. They receive a score of 1 and those that
are not on the efficient frontier, have a score between 0 and 1. As it can be observed, the
mean technical efficiency scores of for-profit nursing homes in Croatia indicate a decrease in
2016 relative to 2015 and in 2019 relative to 2018 and an increase in 2017 and 2018 relative to
2016 and 2017, respectively. Analyzing the distribution of efficiency scores of for-profit nursing
homes by years, it is evident that five of them are efficient in all years, while the number of
efficient nursing homes decreased from ten to eight in the period 2015-2017, and then increased
to 12 in 2018 and finally declined to eight efficient nursing homes in 2019. These nursing homes
are used to create an efficient frontier against which all other nursing homes are compared.
Namely, those having scores lower than one, are deemed as inefficient and they can improve
their efficiency by reducing their inputs. For example, the most inefficient nursing home in 2019,
NH2, needs to reduce inputs by 33.48% ((1–0.6652)×100) to improve its efficiency. However,
according to Table 3, it is possible to analyze only relative efficiency due to the efficient frontier
in one observed year. For example, it is possible that NH10 improved efficiency in 2018 in
relation to 2017 by reducing inputs, but other NHs, especially those who were efficient, also
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improved their relative efficiency, making NH10 even more relatively inefficient. In that possible
case, the efficient frontier, defined by efficient NHs, shifted higher in 2018.

DMUs 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

NH1 1 1 1 1 1
NH2 0.9415 1 0.8634 0.9011 0.6652
NH3 0.9995 1 1 1 1
NH4 1 0.6060 0.6865 0.8059 0.9124
NH5 1 1 1 1 0.7231
NH6 0.8599 0.7960 0.6507 0.9076 0.8042
NH7 1 1 1 1 1
NH8 1 0.8290 0.7771 1 0.7346
NH9 1 1 1 1 1
NH10 0.8420 0.9560 0.9667 0.9491 0.9798
NH11 0.9015 0.5750 0.8813 1 1
NH12 0.8020 0.9260 1 1 0.9925
NH13 1 1 0.9954 1 0.8823
NH14 1 0.9550 0.9979 1 1
NH15 1 1 1 1 1
NH16 1 1 1 1 1

Mean efficiency 0.9592 0.9152 0.9262 0.9727 0.9184
No. of efficient DMUs 10 9 8 12 8
% of efficient DMUs 62.5 56.25 50 75 50
No. of inefficient DMUs with
above average efficiency

1 3 3 0 2

Minimum 0.802 0.575 0.6507 0.8059 0.6652
Maximum 1 1 1 1 1
Standard deviation 0.0684 0.1417 0.1202 0.0558 0.1191

Table 3: Relative efficiency scores of Croatian for-profit nursing homes and their distribution.

To eliminate one limitation of DEA, which refers to calculating cross-sectional efficiency
values, the next step in this research, was to evaluate total factor productivity change across
years. Precisely, MI is examined using an input-oriented BCC model, i.e. assuming variable
returns to scale. Moreover, the total factor productivity measure is decomposed into technical
efficiency change and technological change. Hence, Table 4 shows MI efficiency averages for 16
Croatian for-profit nursing homes for the whole period 2015-2019. I.e., besides presenting total
factor productivity change (TFPCH) Table 4 presents technical efficiency change (EFFCH) and
technological change (TECHCH).

Over the analyzed period, the total factor productivity change of Croatian for-profit nursing
homes is found to be at 1.1267, which presents an increase in productivity. Namely, values of
the MI and its component greater than 1, equal to 1, or less than 1, indicate progress, no change,
or regress, respectively. Moreover, the aforementioned increase in productivity arises from a
technical efficiency decrease and an increase in technological change. Namely, EFFCH was
0.9979, while TECHCH was established at 1.1316. The highest productivity increase occurred
in NH1 which is associated with an increase in technological change in service delivery referring
to innovation, i.e. this for-profit nursing home shift an efficient frontier to a higher level. On
the other hand, NH4 experienced the most significant decline. Namely, it increased in technical
change, i.e. technical efficiency reflecting catch-up effect (EFFCH is equal to 1.0113) but the
aforementioned decline resulted from a decline in technological change, reflecting a decline in
innovation (TECHCH is equal to 0.7860).
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DMUs EFFCH TECHCH TFPCH DMUs EFFCH TECHCH TFPCH

NH1 1.0000 3.0486 3.0486 NH9 1.0000 1.0522 1.0522
NH2 0.9269 1.0065 0.9294 NH10 1.0402 1.0035 1.0406
NH3 1.0001 1.0320 1.0321 NH11 1.0763 0.9779 0.9765
NH4 1.0113 0.7860 0.8309 NH12 1.0567 1.0629 1.1227
NH5 0.9308 0.9473 0.8950 NH13 0.9706 1.0474 1.0174
NH6 1.0060 1.0126 1.0073 NH14 1.0005 1.0286 1.0321
NH7 1.0000 0.9396 0.9396 NH15 1.0000 1.0371 1.0371
NH8 0.9470 0.9041 0.8463 NH16 1.0000 1.2201 1.2201

Mean 0.9979 1.1316 1.1267

Table 4: Total factor productivity change of for-profit nursing home in Croatia, 2015-2019.

Finally, Table 5 shows aggregate mean productivity change for 16 Croatian for-profit nursing
homes and each pair of years.

EFFCH TECHCH TEPCH
Year Mean % change Mean % change Mean % change

2016 0.9566 -4.3406 1.5854 58.5375 1.5471 54.7050
2017 1.0260 2.5969 0.8805 -11.9519 0.8942 -10.5775
2018 1.0639 6.3906 1.0496 4.9644 1.1089 10.8881
2019 0.9451 -5.4925 1.0110 1.1031 0.9568 -4.3206

Overal mean 0.9979 -0.2114 1.1316 13.1633 1.1267 12.6738

Table 5: Total factor productivity change over the period 2015-2019

As it is obvious from the last row of the last column, productivity on average increased by
12.67% over the analyzed period. This is the result of an increase in technological change by
13.16%, rather than technical efficiency (−0.21%). More precisely, Croatian for-profit nursing
homes on average improved their technology over the analyzed period, while they experienced a
minor decrease in their relative technical efficiency. The most significant increase in productivity
was observed in 2016 in relation to 2015, and the reason for this increase was the increase in
technological change by 58.54% which shifted the frontier to a higher level. The most significant
decline in total factor productivity occurred in the next analyzed period (2016-2017) due to the
decline in technological change by 11.95%, but an increase in technical efficiency by 2.6% also
occurred, which positively contributed to the productivity change.

4. Conclusion

Demographic changes and various sociological changes increase the demand for nursing homes,
and since this service can be provided by the private sector, opening a for-profit nursing home
seems to be a legitimate investment decision. Therefore, this research aims to analyze the
efficiency of for-profit nursing homes. Since Croatia belongs to the group of European countries
with a negative demographic trend (especially in the context of aging) and because respective
policymakers announced the abolition of family homes for the elderly as an alternative form
of investment in this sector, the focus of this analysis in on Croatian for-profit nursing homes.
Namely, the economic strength and impact of this form of care for the elderly will most likely
increase.

Therefore, the changes in productivity in a sample of for-profit nursing homes in Croatia
are examined from 2015 to 2019. To estimate different kinds of efficiencies changes, precisely
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in order to estimate technological change and technical efficiency changes, the Malmquist-DEA
performance measure was chosen for this analysis. Obtained results demonstrate that nursing
homes in our sample experienced an increase in the total factor productivity by 12.67% in the
analyzed period. Furthermore, technological innovation shifted the relative efficient frontier
to a higher level (TECHCH is equal to 13.1633) while technical efficiency declined, stressing
managerial relative inefficiency which resulted in a way that analyzed Croatian for-profit nursing
homes failed to catch up with the best production frontier. Although the provision of services in
nursing homes is labor intensive, technological innovation is complementary to the labor force,
hence it increases labor productivity. Finally, the first step to increase pure technical efficiency
was to detect efficient nursing homes, which represent the reference set for inefficient ones.

However, the presented analysis has its limitations and future research on this subject will
be directed towards eliminating the downsides of this paper. Namely, the presented analysis is
formed in line with the theoretical framework, but also respects the limitations of available data.
Therefore, the depth of the future analysis will be increased by gathering and implementing
additional input and output variables (such as the number of beds and the number of medical
and non-medical staff). Furthermore, future research will include nursing homes from different
countries and will provide a comparison of the efficiency of both for-profit and non-profit nursing
homes. Finally and most importantly, using the two-stage DEA could contribute to better
understanding of the circumstances that affect efficiency and improve recommendations for
decision-makers, both in nursing homes and for policymakers.
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1. Introduction

Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) is a well-known game which is used as a mathematical model for
studying the emergence of cooperation in a population of selfish agents without central authority
[3]. PD can provide a framework for many real world situations involving a conflict between
competitive and cooperative behavior, such as food sharing between vampire bats [4]. Besides
biology, PD can be used in economics for understanding how do firms set prices under perfect
competition, in the environmental studies to model a fail of current climate negotiations among
countries hesitant to curb carbon-dioxide emissions etc. [5, 13, 19].

In the PD game two players can cooperate with or betray each other, with the outcome for
each player varying according to the combined moves of both. When both players cooperate,
they are awarded at an equal but intermediate level [2, 3, 11]. If only one player defects, s/he
wins the highest possible payoff (the temptation, T) while the other player gets the lowest
possible payoff (the sucker, S). When both players defect, they receive the penalty P which is
not as bad as S. If the player’s choices are denoted by C and D for cooperation and defection
respectively, one could state that PD game has four possible outcomes (CC, CD, DC, DD).
These outcomes are usually represented in the form of the bimatrix

Player 2

C D

Player 1 C (R,R) (S, T )

D (T, S) (P, P )

where R represents payoff in the case of mutual cooperation (reward), P represents payoff in
the case of mutual defection (punishment), S and T represent payoffs in the case when one
player cooperates and the other one defects and vice versa.The relative sizes of the payoffs are
arranged in such way that

http://www.hdoi.hr/crorr-journal ©2021 Croatian Operational Research Society
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S < P < R < T .

In a symmetric game, such as Prisoner’s dilemma, both players have the same payoffs and the
same moves at their disposal (C or D). Therefore, by switching the identities of the players
nothing changes essentially. If the first player gets payoff aij , the second one gets bij = aji
and vice versa. In other words, a matrix with single values (aij) can describe payoffs for both
players. Therefore, a classical matrix can be used instead of a bimatrix.

[
(a11, b11) (a12, b12)
(a21, b21) (a22, b22)

]
⇐⇒

[
a11 a12
a21 a22

]
,

i.e.

[
(R,R) (S, T )
(T, S) (P, P )

]
⇐⇒

[
R S
T P

]
.

If only one round of PD is played it can be easily shown that defection is the only stable
strategy [14]. However, when agents are allowed to play multiple rounds, cooperative strategies
can survive and even take over the population under certain circumstances. Such repeated PD
game is called the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD)[4]. Modelling the iterated kind of game
makes sense as it enables description of a real world where individuals will interact more than
once.

Since individuals in IPD can play repeatedly, there is a whole spectrum of strategies that
could be used. Besides ALLD that always defects and ALLC that always cooperates, there are
strategies that combine cooperation with defection. Players who offer cooperation do not have
to play strictly cooperatively; they can alternate their moves or even punish the players who
have cheated on them in the previous rounds. One such strategy is Tit-for-tat (TFT), which
is proven to be the most resilient of all cooperative strategies [3, 4, 15]. TFT is not in itself
the strongest strategy, but in a mixed surrounding it can win a tournament: it always scores a
lot in duels with cooperative strategies and does not lose much from selfish strategies since it
does not allow exploitation [4]. TFT is a very simple strategy; it initially cooperates and then
simply mimics the previous move of the opponent.

Agents that play TFT strategy are named TFT agents. TFT agents always play coopera-
tively with the unknown players in their first encounter. If the unknown player cooperates as
well, a TFT agent with whom he has interacted will continue to cooperate in the next round.
However, if tricked, TFT agent will memorize, recognize and punish the defector in the next
encounter. Hence, the payoff matrix for the game between TFT and the unknown ALLD in
the first encounter may be presented in the following form:

E1 =

TFT ALLD[ ]
TFT R S
ALLD T P

(1)

Obviously, in the first encounter TFT agent recieves the smallest payoff S = 0, while ALLD
agent wins the highest award T = 5 ( if we use Axelrod’s payoff parameters S = 0, P = 1, R =
3, T = 5).

In the next encounter with the same ALLD agent, TFT will play defection, which means
that both of them will receive the same payoff P = 1. If the other player persists on defection
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(as ALLD does), TFT will play defection consistently in every following encounter. Therefore,
the payoff matrix must be rewritten as:

E2 = E3 = ... =

TFT ALLD[ ]
TFT R P
ALLD P P

(2)

where E2 and E3 represent the payoff matrices for the second and the third round between the
same two players. After two consecutive rounds against the same defector, TFT player will get∑

E = S + P . After three rounds s/he will get
∑

E = S + 2P and so on. Therefore, in the
case of the iterated game against the same ALLD player, TFT will get

∑
E = S + (m− 1)P .

Both payoff matrices (1) and (2) may be unified so that the payoff matrix after m rounds takes
the following form:

TFT ALLD[ ]
TFT mR S + (m− 1)P
ALLD T + (m− 1)P mP

(3)

where m is the number of rounds.
Such a matrix may be used to calculate the expected payoffs of the strategies even if more

than two players are involved as well. For example, it perfectly well describes the payoffs in a
round-robin tournament where each player encounters all other players equal number of times
in every round.

However, when Prisoner’s Dilemma takes place in a population with random interactions,
the payoff matrix is usually expressed as a function of the average number of rounds[

a b
c d

]
=

[
m̄R S + (m̄− 1)P

T + (m̄− 1)P m̄P

]
. (4)

Here m̄ is the average number of rounds, while a, b, c and d represent the elements of the payoff
matrix in general. For example b = S + (m̄− 1)P represents the payoff that TFT strategy will
earn in m̄ rounds against ALLD strategy. Using m̄ in the payoff matrix is a common practice
when dealing with well-mixed populations [14, 10, 20, 1, 6]∗.

2. Well-mixed population

There are two main approaches to model IPD; one is to allow the individuals to interact with
neighbors in predefined network which is usually called structured population while the other
approach assumes that interaction links between any two individuals exist at all times, which
is usually refered to as well-mixed population. Payoff matrix (4) describes the latter approach -
it is assumed that all-to-all interactions are possible at all time so that spatial structure is not
relevant for the game. The existence of all-to-all interactions is the main reason why scholars
regard a well-mixed population as an equivalent to a round-robin tournament. This may be
justified if every agent plays the same number of games on average and if every pair of rivals
is randomly selected in a way that all agents meet each other by the time that is comparable
with a time needed for one round of game.

To calculate the expected payoffs of the strategies in a well-mixed population, each matrix
element has to be multiplied with the corresponding probability of the outcome. This probabil-
ity depends on the number of agents in the population. For example, in a very large population

∗Some of the authors referenced above use probability of another round w which is actually the equivalent of
the average number of rounds since m̄ = 1/(1− w)
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whereby opponents are randomly selected, the probability that a TFT agent will meet another
TFT agent is equal to relative frequency x of TFT strategy. The probability that a TFT agent
will meet an ALLD agent is (1 − x). Hence, the expected payoffs of the strategies may be
calculated as follows:

ETFT =
[
1 0

] [a b
c d

] [
x

1− x

]
(5)

EALLD =
[
0 1

] [a b
c d

] [
x

1− x

]
(6)

Therefore, the expected payoffs are the following:

ETFT = ax+ b(1− x) (7)

EALLD = cx+ d(1− x) (8)

However, if IPD takes place in a finite population, the probabilities are slightly different.
Assuming that population is a two-component mixture that consists ofN = NT+NA individuals
(agents) wherebyNT = i is the number of individuals carrying the TFT strategy andNA = N−i
is the number of individuals carrying the ALLD strategy, there are N − 1 individuals in the
population with whom a particular individual can play. For each TFT player there are (i− 1)
other TFT individuals and (N − i) ALLD individuals s/he can play with. Therefore, the
probability that a TFT agent interacts with another TFT agent is:

pTT =
i− 1

N − 1
, (9)

whereas the probability that TFT agent interacts with an ALLD agent is as follows:

pTA =
N − i

N − 1
. (10)

The corresponding probabilities that an ALLD agent interacts with a TFT and ALLD agents
are as follows:

pAT =
i

N − 1
, (11)

pAA =
N − i− 1

N − 1
. (12)

Therefore, the expected payoffs in a finite, well-mixed population are as follows:

ETFT = a
i− 1

N − 1
+ b

N − i

N − 1
, (13)

EALLD = c
i

N − 1
+ d

N − i− 1

N − 1
, (14)

Each round in a well-mixed population would include approximately N(N − 1)/2 ≈ N2/2
of encounters with (N − 1) encounters per agent on average. Hence the average number of
encounters per agent is

µ = m̄(N − 1). (15)

By equating the expected payoffs ETFT = EALLD one can determine how many rounds are
required for TFT to catch up with ALLD

a
i− 1

N − 1
+ b

N − i

N − 1
= c

i

N − 1
+ d

N − i− 1

N − 1
(16)
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Using the payoff matrix (4) and (16), we obtain the minimal number of rounds needed to
equalize the payoffs

m̄0 =
Ti− S(N − i) + P (N − 2i)

(R− P )(i− 1)
. (17)

With Axelrod’s parameters (S = 0, P = 1, R = 3, T = 5) this leads to

m̄0 =
3i+N

2(i− 1)
. (18)

By the time TFT reaches ALLD, each agent would experience µ0 encounters on average; there-
fore, equations (15) and (18) lead to

µ0 =
3i+N

2(i− 1)
(N − 1) (19)

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that the number of TFT players is equal to the
number of ALLD players, that is N/2. In that case, the expected number of encounters per
agent required to equalize the payoffs is

µ0 =
5N(N − 1)

2(N − 2)
≈ 5N

2
. (20)

3. Brownian-like population

The intuitive notion of random walk often leads to the presumption that a population in which
agents move randomly is well-mixed as well [9]. One might think that the equations (4)-(20)
would give sufficiently accurate description of such a population. However, our study has shown
a significant discrepancy between this approach and the simulation experiments. For example,
in a population that consists of 50 TFT and 50 ALLD agents, one would expect that the payoffs
get even after µ0 ≈ 5N/2 = 250 interactions per agent. However, the experimental data consis-
tently show that the expected number of encounters is lower than that - the agent experiences
around 200 interactions on average. Therefore, TFT is more successful than expected.

Figure 1: IPD among 3 TFT and 3 ALLD. Each round includes 5 encounters per agent on
average

The key to understanding this problem is a gradual decrease of the probability of encounter
between a TFT agent and an unknown ALLD agent. Let us suppose that population consists
of 3 TFT and 3 ALLD agents. In the first round of a round-robin tournament among these
6 agents every TFT agent will meet every individual including ALLD, which means that the
first five encounters (one round includes five games per agent) are reserved for playing with
the unknown agents. Hence, the probability to meet a new defector in the first round is one
hundred percent. Therefore, the probability to meet a new defector in the second round, for
example in the 6th encounter is zero. In a Brownian-like population that is not the case. When
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agents perform 2D random-walk there is always a probability to meet an agent twice in a row
and there is always a chance that some agents will never be encountered.

Let us raise the question: What is the probability for a randomly chosen TFT agent to meet
a new (unknown) defector as a function of number of encounters? In the first encounter there
is no difference between a Brownian and a round-robin setup: the probability to meet another
TFT agent in the first encounter is 2/5, while the probability to meet a defector is 3/5. If the

Figure 2: Probability tree. The probability to meet a new defector decreases gradually with
each encounter. For example, the probability to meet a new defector in the second encounter
is 12/25.

agent has met a defector in the first encounter, then (in the second encounter) the probability
to meet a new (unknown) defector in a round-robin setup is 2/4. As opposed to a round-robin,
in a Brownian-like population the probability to meet an unknown defector (after a defector)
in the second encounter is 2/5. Therefore, the total probability to meet an unknown defector
in the second encounter is

pTA(2) =
2

5
· 3
5
+

3

5
· 2
5
=

12

25
. (21)

One can easily show that in a round-robin tournament this probability is as follows:

pTA(2) =
2

5
· 3
4
+

3

5
· 2
4
=

3

5
. (22)

In the following table we can compare the probabilities for a randomly chosen TFT agent
to meet an unknown defector for the first 4 encounters:

Round-robin 2D random walk

pTA(1) 3/5 3/5

pTA(2) 3/5 12/25

pTA(3) 3/5 48/125

pTA(4) 3/5 192/625

In order to derive a general formula for the likelihood of meeting a new defector after µ
random encounters, we will simplify the problem and assume that there is only one TFT agent
in a population. Then the problem is equivalent to the following question: ”Suppose there is
a deck of playing cards. Let’s pick up one card and place it back in the deck. This procedure
is repeated µ times. What is the probability of pulling out a card that has not been pulled
yet?”. If there are µ = 3 elements drawn from the set S52 =

{
a1, a2, · · · , a52} there are 523

partial permutations with repetition, but there are (52− 1)2 · 52 ways to pick up a new card in
the third selection. Therefore, the probability to draw out a new card in the third selection is
(52− 1)2 · 52/523. More generally, if the cards are drawn and returned µ times, the probability
to pull out a card that has not been pulled yet is ( 52−1

52 )µ−1. Hence, if there is just one TFT
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agent among (N-1) ALLD agents, the probability of a TFT encountering a new ALLD agent is
as follows

p(µ) =

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ−1

. (23)

If there are i TFT agents among (N − i) ALLD agents, the probability pTA of TFT agent
encountering a new ALLD agent is as follows

pTA(µ) =
N − i

N − 1

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ−1

. (24)

The expected number of encounters with the unknown defectors from the begining of the random
walk till the µth encounter is:

δTA = i

µ∑
k=1

pTA(k), (25)

which is the sum of geometrical series. Hence the number of dyadic encounters among TFT
and ALLD agents is as follows:

δTA = i(N − i)

[
1−

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ]
. (26)

On the other hand, the probability of a TFT encountering another TFT player is always the
same pTT = (i − 1)/(N − 1) which leads to the expected number of dyadic encounters among
TFT agents being

δTT = i

µ∑
k=1

pTT (k) = iµ
i− 1

N − 1
. (27)

Probability of a TFT encountering an old defector can be found using the probability of opposite
event

p′TA = 1− pTA − pTT (28)

which leads us to the expected number of dyads with old defectors

δ′TA = iµ− δTA − δTT . (29)

In a similar way, one can derive the expected number of dyadic encounters for ALLD as well.
The formulas are given in the following table:

Dyad Probability Expected number of dyads

TT i−1
N−1 iµ i−1

N−1

TA N−i
N−1

(
N−2
N−1

)µ−1
i(N − i)

[
1−

(
N−2
N−1

)µ]
TA’ 1− pTA − pTT iµ− δTA − δTT

AA N−i−1
N−1 µ(N − i)N−i−1

N−1

AT i
N−1

(
N−2
N−1

)µ−1
i(N − i)

[
1−

(
N−2
N−1

)µ]
AT’ 1− pAT − pAA (N − i)µ− δAT − δAA

4. Expected payoffs in a Brownian-like population

The average payoff of a strategy can be found by dividing the total payoff of the strategy with
the number of individuals using that strategy. In the case of TFT, the average payoff is

⟨ETFT ⟩ =
1

i
(δTTR+ δTAS + δ′TAP ). (30)
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The average payoff of ALLD strategy

⟨EALLD⟩ = 1

N − i
(δATT + δ′ATP + δAAP ). (31)

Expected payoff is usually expressed as the average payoff normalized over the number of
opponents (N − 1). Therefore the expected payoffs are

ETFT =
δTTR+ δTAS + δ′TAP

i(N − 1)
. (32)

EALLD =
δATT + δ′ATP + δAAP

(N − i)(N − 1)
. (33)

One may notice that both (32) and (33) can be broken into the partial payoffs of the corre-
sponding dyads. For example, partial payoff between TFT and TFT is

ETT =
δTTR

i(N − 1)
=

µ

N − 1

i− 1

N − 1
R. (34)

In the following expressions we shall use the following supstitution

ξ =

[
1−

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ
]
, (35)

therefore the partial payoffs are as follows

ETT =
µ

N − 1

i− 1

N − 1
R, (36)

ETA =
N − i

N − 1
ξS, (37)

E′
TA =

N − i

N − 1

( µ

N − 1
− ξ

)
P, (38)

EAT =
i

N − 1
ξT, (39)

E′
AT =

i

N − 1

(
µ

N − 1
− ξ

)
P, (40)

EAA =
µ

N − 1

N − i− 1

N − 1
P, (41)

Using the equations (36)-(41) and expression (15), in the end we obtain the expected payoffs
as a function of the average number of rounds

ETFT = m̄R
i− 1

N − 1
+
[
Sξ + (m̄− ξ)P

]N − i

N − 1
, (42)

EALLD =
[
Tξ + (m̄− ξ)P

] i

N − 1
+ m̄P

N − i− 1

N − 1
. (43)

Expected payoffs (42) and (43) that have been derived differ from the classical equations
(for a well-mixed population). When compared to the expressions (13) and (14), equations
(42) and (43) point to the conclusion that elements b and c of the payoff matrix ought to be
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replaced. Therefore the payoff matrix for the IPD between TFT and ALLD in a Brownian-like
population takes a new form[

a b
c d

]
=

[
m̄R Sξ + (m̄− ξ)P

Tξ + (m̄− ξ)P m̄P

]
(44)

where ξ stands for

ξ =

[
1−

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ
]
. (45)

By equating the expected payoffs (42) and (43) we can derive how many rounds TFT needs to
reach ALLD. Using the Axelrod’s payoff parameters, we get

m̄ =
3i+N

2(i− 1)
ξ (46)

which is exactly the classical result (18) multiplied by factor ξ. By combining the equations
(44) and (18), and by using (35) instead of ξ it follows that the expected number of encounters
µ required for TFT and ALLD to get even satisfies the following equation

µ =
(3i+N)(N − 1)

2(i− 1)

[
1−

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ
]

(47)

or in a simpler form

µ = µ0

[
1−

(
N − 2

N − 1

)µ
]
, (48)

where µ0 is the expected number of encounters in the round-robin case given by equation (19).
Equation (48) cannot be solved analytically, but one can use Lambert W function which is

defined as inverse function of xex. It can be shown that solution of the equation (48) can be
written as

µ = µ0

[
1− W−1(a ln a)

ln a

]
, (49)

where a =
(
N−2
N−1

)µ0
.

It must be emphasized that for x < 0 Lambert W function has two solutions, positive and
negative, which are usually denoted as branch W0 and branch W−1. In our case the equation
(48) has two solutions as well; first one is trivial and gives µ = 0 due to a fact that TFT and
ALLD have equal payoffs at the beginning of the game. The second solution (49) is nontrivial
and describes the moment when TFT gets even with ALLD. In Sec.5 we shall compare it to
the experimental results.

5. Simulation experiments

In order to check the validity of the expression (49) we have run the number of simulations
in the multi-agent NetLogo modeling environment. In our simulations TFT and ALLD agents
perform two-dimensional one-step random walk on a two-dimensional surface with periodic
boundary conditions, which may be considered a toroidal space. The surface consists of a finite
number of discrete fields called patches. The agents can only change their direction of motion,
but not their speed which is constant in time and equal for all the agents. The agents are
initially assigned a random position on the surface and a random direction of motion θ. At
each time step, they update their directions according to the rule:

θ(t+ 1) = θ(t) + α, (50)
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Figure 3: Expected number of encounters required for payoffs to equalize in the population
with equal ratio of TFT and ALLD. Dotted line represents the values given by the classical
equation µ0 ≈ 5N/2, while the full line represents the values calculated via equation (49) using
the Lambert function

where α is a random number chosen with uniform probability in the interval [−π/2, π/2]. After
direction is updated, agent makes one step forward. When two agents meet at the same patch,
they play one round of the PD game. After such an encounter they deflect away from each
other and carry on with the random walk.

We have run simulations with different parameters of density in a range from 0.05 to 0.5
agents per patch. Number of patches varies from 21×21 to 65×65 in such a way that the total
population size N and density ρ are conserved. With a fixed density parameter, as the number
of agents increases, the number of patches is automatically adjusted. Such a modification keeps
the average number of collisions per unit time constant. A simulation stops when payoffs of
the strategies get even. The measured number of encounters are averaged (five simulations on
every parameter setup) and presented on FIG.3-5.

As one can notice, the results of the simulation experiments are in a remarkable accordance
with theoretical predictions given by the equation (49) and quite robust with respect to the
surface density of agents as well. The difference between a round-robin and a Brownian-like
population can be seen more vividly when the number of encounters is shifted into the average
number of rounds (FIG.6). If the population consists of TFT and ALLD with equal number
of individuals, classical (round-robin) result for the average number of rounds is given by the
expression

m̄0 =
µ0

N − 1
=

5N

2(N − 2)
(51)

which is represented by dotted line in FIG.6. On the other hand, the full line represents the
average number of rounds which arises from the following equation:

m̄ =
µ

N − 1
= m̄0

[
1− W−1(a ln a)

ln a

]
. (52)

where a =
(
N−2
N−1

)µ0
.
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Figure 4: Expected number of encounters required for payoffs to equalize in the population with
i = N/3 and N − i = 2N/3

Figure 5: Expected number of encounters required for payoffs to equalize with respect to relative
frequency of TFT strategy.

FIG.6. shows the number of rounds required for payoffs to equalize in the environment with the
same density, but with different number of agents in the populations. Therefore the number of
encounters per time is constant. This is achieved by changing the number of patches. Whenever
the size of the population is changed, the number of patches increases in a way that density
remains constant. In order to show the general applicability of the formula, the simulations
were carried out with a different density parameter setup.
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Figure 6: Average number of rounds required for payoffs to equalize in the population with
equal ratio of TFT and ALLD.

6. Conclusion

The number of rounds required for one strategy to get even with a rival strategy is one of the
most important values in almost every analysis of the Prisoner’s Dilemma. For example, in the
case of the infinitely large well-mixed population, TFT is stable against ALLD if the average
number of rounds is at least m̄ = (T − P )/(R − P ) = 2, assuming that population consists
mainly of TFT. This conclusion may be obtained by equating the payoffs with the assumption
that relative frequency of TFT is much higher than that one of ALLD.

In finite populations the average number of rounds is an important issue as well, although
the mathematical analysis is much more complicated. The requirement for the constant size of
the population means that IPD must be analyzed within the framework of the Moran process
[12, 7, 16]. One must notice that each step of the Moran process (which consists of birth and
death at the same time) is preceded with IPD. The way that IPD is conducted affects the rate of
change in difference between the payoffs of the strategies. In a realistic setup where agents move
randomly, our simulations show that the difference in payoffs between the strategies decreases
faster than in a round-robin setup. This may reflect in the increase of the fixation probability
of the TFT strategy[6].

As we have mentioned earlier the intuitive notion of random walk leads to the misconception
that Brownian-like population can be described with the classical payoff matrices for a well-
mixed population. This might be justified in the case of the unconditioned strategies whereby
individuals do not have to be recognized. However, one must be very careful when applying the
mathematics onto the strategies that can discern unfamiliar individuals from those with whom
they are already acquainted with. In the classical approach it is assumed that TFT agents can
meet all of the defectors in the early stage of the game, but as it has been shown, in a Brownian-
like population this is not the case. In a large Brownian-like population with 200 individuals,
the payoffs will get even although an average TFT agent is never going to encounter at least
five ALLD agents. Obviously, this kind of IPD is far from IPD tournament in a well-mixed
population. In this paper, the discrepancy between the classical approach and the experiments
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has been described. We have seen that probabilities (9)-(12) have to be calculated in a radically
different way. In Section 3 of this paper we have investigated this problem more thoroughly; the
exact formulas for the probabilities have been derived as well as the formulas for the expected
number of dyadic encounters. On the basis of those calculations, in Section 4 the expected
payoffs have been calculated. Finally, by equalizing those payoffs the exact formula for the
expected number of encounters has been found. In Section 5, the predictions calculated by
this formula have been compared with the experimental data. The fact that the formulas were
derived rather simplistically using a ’balls and boxes’ type probabilistic approach points to the
fact that the dimension of space in which the agents live does not play a role. Indeed, it can
be shown that the results of the game are more or less the same even if the agents perform 3D
random walk. In other words, “balls and boxes” approach is quite suitable since it surpasses
the differences between 2D and 3D.

Social structure is particularly important for the application of IPD in social cooperation
since people never interact with all the people in a given population. Previous studies have
shown that mobility can vastly improve promotion of cooperation in IPD [8]. It has been shown
that both randomness and heterogeneity in structured populations can enhance cooperation
[17, 18]. In this research it has been shown that mobility may enhance cooperation in a non-
structured population as well. The evolution of cooperation is still an important topic on
the research agenda of many scientists (not only social scientists). Models so far have shown
different circumstances that make this cooperative behaviour easier or more likely to happen
(e.g. simultaneous mutations or spatial clusters). This paper has investigated another setting in
which agents play iterated prisoners’ dilemmas in a population in Brownian motion. It shows
that the number of encounters that are necessary for cooperation to survive is smaller than
in the same game with a round robin matching scheme. The theoretical result is supported
by simulations. The results are not spectacular, but they complement well to the research on
cooperation which is out there. The paper supports the basic message that an increase in the
likelihood to meet agents again makes cooperation easier to emerge.
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Abstract. Resolving the puzzle which financial indicators persistently indicate severe disruptions in
the business of banking, is of the utmost importance for prudential authorities. Thus, the intent of
this paper is to outline microeconomic determinants of bankruptcies within the banking sectors of the
EU-15 countries and to clarify the role of bank capital in it. Namely, the bank capital regulation is
designed as both, ex-ante (bankruptcy prevention) and ex-post (bankruptcy costs reducer) regulatory
instrument. Backward stepwise logistic regression was applied on the Bankscope data sample of around
60 commercial banks in the period that preceded the global financial crisis. Estimations were obtained
for the year in which a certain bank bankrupted as well as for each year over the five-year period
prior to the bankruptcy. Research findings confirm that a number of financial indicators, such as asset
quality and liquidity indicators could serve as early warning signals of bank failures even five years
before the bankruptcy. The results for bank capital ratios were non-persistent regarding their sign and
significance in the year preceding the bankruptcy and several years prior to bankruptcy. Finally, the
most convincing results speak in favor of the too-big-to-fail phenomenon, as bank size explains the
most of its survival odds.
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1. Introduction

Bank bankruptcies are rather sparse events. For instance, only 1.75% of the US banks went
bankrupt in 2009 [29, 8], the year of the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, while
many of them were bailed out and/or merged with the sound ones. A thorough regulation
of the business of banking, as well as the existence of deposit insurance schemes, successfully
prevent the occurrence of bank runs and significantly diminish liquidity issues. A possibly
severe impact of bank failures on the overall banking sector stability is frequently avoided by
the lender of last resort actions in case of the too-big-to-fail banks or nowadays systemically
important banks, which are regularly paid with the public money. However, liquidations and
failures obviously still take place in the banking market. Therefore, reaching conclusions about
financial indicators, which might signal bank failures and bankruptcies, is an important the-
oretical and empirical issue, with a valuable practical implication recognized in reducing the
chances of wasting public money through corrective actions as well as preventing the contagion
from spreading throughout the financial system. In such a manner, previous as well as future
examinations in this area should be praised.

Many scholars have attempted to reach some definitive conclusions on the determinants
of bank bankruptcies, with the main goal of timely predictions of troublesome banks in the

http://www.hdoi.hr/crorr-journal ©2021 Croatian Operational Research Society
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future. However, conclusions on financial ratios that signal bank failures effectively suffer from
the problem of being descriptive rather than predictive. Furthermore, this phenomenon should
be investigated in times when a large number of banks go bankrupt in order to have a sufficient
number of observations and valid statistical results, rather than insisting on recent data [19].
The aforementioned means that examinations of bank failures are predominantly reserved for
the periods of systemic banking crises. On the other hand, focusing on such a time span
could be troublesome as bank failures in these circumstances could be driven more by the
macroeconomic factors and not by the controllable aspects within the bank management. In a
nutshell, a compromise between a perfect application of statistical methods, which requires a
sufficiently large data sample and an economic sense of the analyzed problem is required. Thus,
detecting bank vulnerabilities or predicting their distress are more frequently analyzed than the
puzzle about the determinants of bank bankruptcy is being solved, especially in Europe where
outright bank failures are quite rare [23, 4] in comparison to the US banking industry, which
has a large number of operating (and consequently failing banks) due to its history of state
banking restrictions.

This paper centers on microeconomic indicators of bank failures, which assumes a solid
institutional and sound economic framework and, therefore, an absence of the systemic banking
crisis. Namely, macroeconomic factors are critical for identifying systemic banking crises, while
microeconomic factors play a more important role in describing individual bank failures. Lin
and Yang [20] confirm the joint impact of bank fundamentals and economic conditions for
bank failures in 11 East Asian markets for the 1999-2011 period, but still notice that bank
fundamentals play a more critical role in predicting bank failures than the macroeconomic
factors. Therefore, choosing the EU-15 area in the period that preceded the global financial crisis
was a part of an empirical strategy. Financial indicators, which were presupposed to explain
bank failures, were selected on the basis of the earlier body of knowledge on the determinants
of bank failures as well as the highest data availability, following the main idea that indicators,
which usually form the umbrella term CAMELS, should indicate bank failures. In addition,
bank capital ratios are in the spotlight as the bank capital regulation was designed as both
ex-ante and ex-post regulatory mechanism. Ex-ante should prevent bank shareholders and
managers from the excessive risk-taking and thus decrease the likelihood of bank bankruptcy,
while ex-post should lessen the public costs and increase the private costs of bank failures.
However, more than 30 years after the bank capital requirements known as the Basel accords
were announced, disputes concerning this regulatory regime (counter)productivity still occupy
the scholars’ attention and are a part of public discourse in the field of managing banking
stability. The significance of the topic is altered with the new – Basel IV capital requirements
regime on the horizon. Not many papers focused on the role of bank capital regulation in their
failures, e.g. [11], [6], [7], [3], [22], [21], [1], [26] did, which increases the present study relevance.

In this study, a logistic regression was run on the data sample consisting of approximately
400 commercial EU-15 banks, as well as on the data for around 60 commercial banks when the
subsampling approach was adopted. Namely, there was only up to 10% of bankrupt banks in
the full sample, and the subsample approach was introduced in order to balance the number of
active and failed commercial banks, which was inspired by Pervan et al. [27], Serrano-Cinca et
al. [29], and Cleary and Hebb [8]. Many authors tested the predictive aspect of their models
by looking back three years before a failure [21], two years before a failure [4], [22], but mostly
a year before the bankruptcy. Our estimations were obtained for the year in which the bank
bankrupted as well as for each year over the five-year period that preceded the bankruptcy, as
seen in Cole and White [9] and Serrano-Cinca et al. [29], in order to get more detailed answers
about the persistency of micro-financial indicators over the years for detecting bank failures.
The obtained results mainly speak against the capital ratio capability of predicting bank failures
persistently several years before the failure. Thus, there is no ground to blame a more restrictive
capital regulation for bank failures. On the contrary, the results confirm that capital regulation
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is a solution rather than a threat to the banking sector’s stability. Furthermore, its possible
connection to bank failures is a symptom, rather than the cause of troubles in the business of
banking.

The evidence provided in this article contributes to the literature within banking regula-
tion/stability in a number of ways. Firstly, attention is given to bankrupt banks rather than
distressed ones, which is often the case in empirical research on the banking industry. Secondly,
this is a cross-country study as the EU-15 banks are at the center of the research since the
evidence for this area is still scarce. Furthermore, in order to focus on bank-specific factors and
minimize the remaining uncontrollable, external factors of bank bankruptcies, this research en-
compasses the period prior to the economic bust imposed by the global financial crisis. Namely,
macroeconomic imbalances/disturbances and structural problems as the prevalent causes of
bank distress were already examined by Männasoo and Mayes [23], who took into consideration
19 Eastern European economies over the 1995-2004 transition period, and Betz et al. [4] who
investigated large EU banks from 2000-2013. Finally, the role of capital regulation in bank
failures was examined, as the usual criticism of this regulatory concept largely incorporates the
risk-taking argument while mostly neglects capital requirements and bank failure nexus. In the
latter aspect, the paper idea corresponds to Männasoo and Mayes [23] and Abou-El-Sood [1].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 conducts the survey of liter-
ature on the determinants of bank failures, emphasizing those that tackled the role of capital
regulation. The third section discusses the methodology applied, the data, and the results of
the empirical analysis, while section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review

There is a disparity in drivers and definitions of troublesome banks within the bankruptcy
literature in the banking business area. Hereinafter only articles that accentuated the role of
bank capital in their instability/bankruptcy are summarized due to paper size restrictions and
concerning the selected research problem. Reviewed literature is far from a complete survey on
the capital regulation implications for the banks safety and soundness, as well as the empirical
background regarding the determinants of bank failures. It should rather be considered as an
illustration of key messages of quite modest research establishing the empirical linkage between
capital regulation and bank failures.

The greatest of all difficulties when complying with the capital requirements regulation lies
in the threat that higher capital requirements will increase credit price due to higher costs of
financing. Consequently, either credit risk will build up or loans will become less affordable
and available, i.e. a credit contraction occurs and slows down the economic growth. According
to the moral hazard theory, it is more likely that banks will shift their assets towards riskier
choices to sustain expected income [18], [17], [14], [28], [5], which enlarges the odds for bank
failures. Thus, more restrictive capital requirements might cause bank failures. Contrary to
that view, the capital buffer theory [24] apostrophizes a prudent behavior of bank managers and
shareholders when investing a higher pledge against the risk they undertake. To be more precise,
the so-called capital-at-risk effect [13], [16] is noticed and although higher capital requirements
might increase the assets risk up to a certain point, after the optimum interest rate is reached,
the credit-rationing phenomenon will follow, while at the same time the overall financial risk
will be reduced. Thus, higher bank capital will not enlarge the chances for bank bankruptcy,
but quite the opposite – downsize it.

On the other hand, an insignificant effect of the bank capital level in describing/predicting
bank failures might be recorded in the case of the zero-sum effect between higher assets risk and
lower financial risk. In addition, having more capital might be beneficial to banks for several
practical reasons, other than survival, but consequently interacted with their survival chances.
Some of them are [12]: 1) entering profitable opportunities during the economic downturn,
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which would be disabled in the case of capital shortages, 2) avoiding high compliance costs
imposed by the capital requirements regulation (transaction costs, signaling costs, opportunity
costs), 3) maintaining targeted credit rating and credit capacity of the bank, which directly
influences financing availability and affordability, and finally 4) sustaining long-term operating
flexibility and fulfilling other strategic goals. Finally, only solvent but temporarily illiquid banks
can count on the lender of last resort assistance as capital is, up to a certain level, protection
against unexpected losses imposed by shocks, which diminishes the credit risk exposure of the
central bank.

In such a manner, Chiu et al. [7] concluded that higher capital adequacy lowered the risk
and reduced the bankruptcy chances of 36 Taiwanese commercial banks in the 2002-2004 period,
while Liu [21] confirmed that conclusion, with a difference of employing the Tier 1 capital ratio
in a cross-country study on the factors of bank liquidity distress by using the data for 772
banks from the OECD, NAFTA, ASEAN, EU, NIC, G20, and G8 countries three years before
the failure. On the other hand, Pereira Pedro et al. [26] did not verify either the importance
of the solvency ratios or more restrictive regulation in predicting banking crises for nearly
3,000 publicly listed banks from 33 OECD countries in the 1991-2011 time span. According
to them, regulatory and supervisory practices are irrelevant in bankruptcy prevention. Quite
the opposite from the aforementioned surveys, Brana and Lahet [6] found that more restrictive
capital requirements substantially increased the probability of financial crisis in Asia due to
capital shortages, which led to fire sales of riskier assets, reduced cross-border lending and
wholesale funds withdrawal, rather than fulfilling the role of crisis prevention in the banking
sector. Furthermore, Berger and Bouwman [3] documented beneficial effects of the appropriate
solvency level for bank survival during the crisis times. Moreover, for the small banks, it is
a precondition of going concern and increasing market share at all times, regardless of the
economic cycle phase. In contrast, for the medium and large banks, the capital level might be
important primarily during banking crises as confirmed for the US banks between 1984 and
2010. According to Abou-El-Sood [1], bank regulatory capital ratios signaled bank failures
appropriately for 560 US bank holding companies only when they were below 6% of the core
capital ratio in the 2003-2009 period, and below 8% during the financial crisis period of 2007-
2009. In other words, the well-capitalized banks were not brought into distress due to the
capital requirements regulation, which later became a part of Basel III capital requirements,
in the observed 2003 to 2009 time period. Thus, establishing an appropriate threshold that
differentiates well-capitalized banks from the other ones is paramount for maintaining banking
sector stability, as it might signal the troublesome banks timely, i.e. before their condition
worsens due to economic downturn when collecting additional and adequate capital becomes a
difficult task. Finally, according to Abou-El-Sood’s [1] evidence, bank size and loan provisioning
turned out to be more important predictors of bank distress.

Indeed, increasing capital quantity and quality (core capital) was a life-saving solution for
US banks that did not go bankrupt in the global financial crisis, as their increased riskiness was
pledged with sufficient regulatory capital [29]. According to Serrano-Cinca et al. [29], worsening
of US banks’ solvency position, lower profitability and insufficient income to cover overheads
were only the symptoms of bank bankruptcies. The true origin of bank disasters were poor
business diversification (for instance excessive concentration on the real estate loans) and rapid
loan growth (close to 20% yearly), which increased bank riskiness and reduced stable/structural
sources of bank profitability. Thus, bank capital should not be perceived as a cause of bank
failures, but rather as a mirror of either success or failure in defining and implementing bank
strategy. Similarly, DeYoung and Torna [10] claimed that nonperforming loans, cost inefficiency,
equity and ROA are potentially endogenous to the financial condition of the banks. They
also reported that bank capital is associated with a reduced probability of their failure in
the US. Somewhat earlier, Cole and White [9] confirmed the importance of the loan portfolio
composition for US bank failures (concentration on certain types of mortgages), and explanatory
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power of bank capital ratio for predicting failures up to two years prior to failure, while earlier
than that it was usually insignificant. In addition, Jin et al. [15] confirmed that US banks that
failed during the last financial crisis had a lower Tier 1 capital ratio. To sum up, maintaining
a high quality/equity capital surely adds to bank stability, as confirmed again for US banks
by Cleary and Hebb [8]. On the other hand, building regulatory capital via add-backs, e.g.
by increasing loan loss reserves (up to a certain limit), raises the odds for bank bankruptcy
and makes them less restrictive in lending when their loan quality is already deteriorating [25].
Thus, besides capital level, its structure also matters for the bank’s performance and survival.

Finally, when compared to risk-weighted capital ratios, simple leverage/capital ratios might
have higher explanatory power in predicting bank bankruptcies [11], [22], especially if the loan
quality variables are used to measure credit risk, which is largely captured with the regulatory
capital ratios [3]. Based on a quarterly data set of nearly 16,200 FDIC-insured US banks
over the 1992-2012 time period, Mayes and Stremmel [22] reported that the non-risk-weighted
capital measure explains bank distress and failures with considerable accuracy and becomes
an especially important early warning signal in case of complex bank business models and
environments. Thus, the leverage ratio slightly outperforms the risk-sensitive capital ratio in
predicting bank distress and failures. Namely, a simple leverage ratio is more transparent,
hard to manipulate or interpret discretionarily and it clearly demonstrates problems once they
appear on the horizon, while more sophisticated capital adequacy indicators might be more
useful in normal times.

Altogether, there is solid empirical evidence that higher capital level is beneficial for bank
survival. However, according to the capital buffer theory, capital level and asset riskiness are
mutually driven, and bank capital is usually increased ex-ante to support further bank growth
and additional asset risk accumulation. Thus, the following hypothesis is established:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Higher bank capital increases the chances for bank survival in the year
preceding the bankruptcy, but also increases the chances for bank bankruptcy several years prior
to bankruptcy.

3. Data, methodology and results

Data issues can be a tremendous obstacle for researching certain areas, but nothing compares to
the challenges when investigating rare events such as bank bankruptcies. The problem is addi-
tionally worsened when dealing with the banking industry, as the indicators of possibly highest
prediction accuracy are usually confidential supervisory data. This study analyzes individual
banks dataset in the EU-15 area in the years that preceded the global financial crisis to obtain
unbiased results (from the overall economic conditions) and reach general conclusions about
bank fundamentals importance, particularly bank capital level, for predicting bank bankrupt-
cies. Data availability, i.e. the trade-off between the number of observations and the number
of financial indicators, were additional reasons for setting up such a data selection criterion.
The data were taken from the earlier version of the BvD BankFocus database (Bankscope). All
calculations were performed in SPSS 23.

This research adopts Beaver’s t-5 approach and looks back as many as five years before a
declared bankruptcy, which corresponds to the usual praxis of conducting fundamental financial
analysis, as well as to the potential deterioration in business conduct even of de novo, small
banks with higher failure rates, when compared to established banks [23]. Thus, the t is the
year in which a commercial bank bankrupted; financial ratios and values for the bank asset size
were taken for the active and bankrupt banks for the years t to t-5.

The most famous early warning system of bank failures, i.e. the US banks’ supervisory
rating system CAMELS approach, was adopted. The indicators used to represent each of the
six CAMELS groups of financial indicators are disclosed in Table 1. They were selected fol-
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lowing the standard literature on the determinants of bank bankruptcies, preliminary results
of the test equality group of means, as well as the highest data availability criterion. Selected
variables mostly correspond to the ones employed in [23], [19], [4], [8], [20], [2] and somewhat
alternative approximations discussed within Mayes and Stremmel [22]. There is no problem of
multicollinearity between those variables, as the Pearson’s correlation never exceeded 0.8. The
correlation matrices and descriptive statistics for each observed year are available upon request.
The number of explanatory variables is reasonable as most of the related literature witnesses
the significance of a few variables (up to ten) for the bank failures prediction. Their expected
impact on bank bankruptcy has a stronghold in the reviewed literature on the determinants
of bank failures/bankruptcy, but, due to paper size restrictions and generally its topic, em-
pirical background summarized only the results for solvency ratios (C). In short, higher asset
quality (A), better cost management (M), higher overall profitability (E), balanced liquidity
management strategy (L), and diversified activities achieved via size effect (S) diminish bank
bankruptcy chances. Although not taking into consideration the capital adequacy ratio or Tier
1 capital indicator in the period of economic stability can be the critics of this study [22], cer-
tain authors, e.g. [1], already confirmed that they might not be good predictors or indicators
of bank financial health.

Table 1: Explanatory variables

Logistic regression was employed in many studies on bank bankruptcy [7], [9], [4], [29],
[25], [21], [1]. Besides the aforementioned method, the discriminant analysis is also usually
adopted to predict bank failures, e.g. [8]. However, recent evidence provided by Affes and
Hentati-Kaffel [2] speaks in favour of employing logistic regression over discriminant analysis.
In addition, based on the Bellovary et al. literature survey, logit analysis is used in 21% of studies
published between 1930 to 2004 in the area of bankruptcy prediction for various industries and
financial institutions [8]. Besides bankruptcy predictions, logistic regression is/can be quite
useful for the development of credit scoring models and thus credit risk management, but also
for solving some other empirical issues elsewhere. For instance, revealing the determinants and
probability of achieving a certain outcome such as buying/contracting some product/service or
even for predicting some medical conditions (e.g. heart attack chances, getting cancer, fatal
consequences after receiving some drugs or vaccine, successful recovery, etc.). In this case,
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logistic regression was adopted to conclude the determinants of bank bankruptcy in the EU-15.
The logistic regression model is defined in the following way [30]:

ln

(
P (bankruptcy)

1− P (bankruptcy)

)
= β0 + β1 ·X1 + β2 ·X2 + · · ·+ βk ·Xk (1)

where P is the probability of a bankruptcy given the independent or predictor variables X1,
X2, . . . Xk. The dependent variable is a binary or logit variable, which takes value 1 for the
bankrupt banks, and value 0 for the active banks in a certain year. Regression coefficients are
presented with β, where β0 is a constant term, and β1, β2, . . . βk are estimated coefficients of
the predictor variables.

All estimations were obtained via the backward stepwise elimination method. Adopting
such an approach rather than enter or forward logistic regression method decreases the chances
for easily eliminating potentially significant predictors. To be more precise, enter method forces
the simultaneous entrance of all the predictor variables in the model, while the forward method
enables gradual adding of significant predictors in the model, both at 0.05 significance level for
each variable. The criterion for eliminating model variables is set at a 0.10 significance level
when the backward stepwise method is adopted.

The backward stepwise method of logistic regression was applied for each observed year
and for two distinct models – the one without the bank size variable and the one with that
variable as bank size is an important predictor of bank survival/bankruptcy. Namely, larger
the bank, lower the bankruptcy chances due to the too-big-to-fail phenomenon. Nevertheless,
when the logistic regression is performed for the full sample of approximately 430 banks, out
of which only up to 10% were bankrupt banks, there is a low sensitivity (5-10%), and very
high specificity, which means that the model classifies active banks in an appropriate way, but
that the same does not hold for the bankrupt banks. Thus, a decision was made to embrace
a subsample approach i.e. to compose a new sample that consists of all bankrupt banks in a
certain year and of approximately the same number of randomly selected active banks in that
year (up to 50 banks). However, some data were missing for the randomly selected banks and
it turned out that a slightly larger number of bankrupt banks was in the data sample. Tables
2 and 3 present the results of the logit analysis of subsamples, following the previous logic of
(non)adopting the bank size variable.

Figure 1: A comparison of selected model results – with and without bank size variable.
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When compared to the results of the full sample testing (available upon request), the sub-
sample approach leads to lower specificity and overall prediction accuracy, but higher sensitivity,
i.e. predicting bankrupt banks. Furthermore, adopting bank size as an explanatory variable
additionally improved the results of the baseline model (Figure 1).

Variable t t-1 t-2 t-3 t-4 t-5

E A 0.169*

E L -0.006* 0.043***

LLR NIR 0.008* 0.039*** 0.021* 0.126***

NONINTEXP A 0.393*** 0.339* -1.495**

C I 0.015* 0.116***

ROA

L A -0.057*** -0.032*** -0.030*** -0.152*** -0.099***

L D 0.051**

LIQ DEP -0.060*** -0.036*

NIM AVG 1.538***

Constant 1.946*** 0.489 1.500*** 5.543*** -1.622*** -3.328

Sample size 72 67 70 66 60 60

Number of bankrupt
banks

36 37 38 36 34 31

χ2 24.825*** 13.237*** 8.277*** 26.788*** 24.726*** 43.383***

-2 Log Likelihood 74.988 78.912 88.248 64.162 57.381 39.728

Cox and Snell R2 0.292 0.179 0.112 0.334 0.338 0.515

Nagelkerke R2 0.389 0.240 0.149 0.446 0.453 0.687

Hosmer and
Lemeshow Test

0.546 0.196 0.698 0.682 0.040 0.547

Specificity 69.40% 63.30% 56.30% 76.70% 80.80% 79.30%

Sensitivity 72.20% 81.10% 71.10% 80.60% 73.50% 87.10%

Overall prediction
accuracy

70.80% 73.10% 64.30% 78.80% 76.70% 83.30%

ROC area 0.765*** 0.721*** 0.631** 0.816*** 0.862*** 0.931***

*** 1% level, ** 5% level, * 10% level

Table 2: The results of logistic regression for the baseline model – subsample approach

Namely, the average value of the Cox and Snell R Square in the estimated models with
the bank size variable was 0.4905 or 49.05% (in models without logA it was 0.295 or 29.5%
respectively), while the Nagelkerke R Square was 0.6558 or 65.58% (in models without logA it
was 0.394 or 39.4% respectively). Cox and Snell R Square and Nagelkerke R Square measure the
relationship between model variables and default prediction, where the higher values indicate
better model fitting. In addition, the hit-rates recorded higher values when the bank size
variable was added to the model, with a mean value of almost 85%, when compared to 74.5% for
the models without logA. When the bank size variable was adopted, the classification accuracy
was on average 84.2% for active banks (specificity) and 85.45% for bankrupt banks (sensitivity).
Models without bank size correctly classified 70.97% of healthy banks and 77.6% of bankrupt
banks in the t to t-5 period. In all the estimated cases, the area under the ROC curve was
higher than the critical value of 0.5, which means that models have a good (0.7-0.8), very good
(0.8-0.9) or excellent (0.9-1.0) discriminatory power to distinct active and bankrupt banks.
However, for the estimations incorporating the bank size, the mean value of the ROC curve
was 0.9018, while it was 0.7877 for those without bank size. Other model fitting measures such
as Chi-square (α < 0.05) and Hosmer and Lemeshow test (α > 0.05) additionally confirm the
estimates’ validity.
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Variable t t-1 t-2 t-3 t-4 t-5

E A -0.081* -0.061** 0.169*

E L -0.012 -0.007* 0.032**

LLR NIR 0.010* 0.041** 0.049** 0.126***

NONINTEXP A -1.495**

C I -0.047** 0.116***

ROA

L A -0.031** -0.047** -0.198*** -0.073** -0.099***

L D -0.018*** 0.064*

LIQ DEP 0.033*** -0.030* -0.090*** -0.069** -0.036*

NIM AVG 1.538***

LogA -1.856*** -1.237*** -1.542*** -1.964*** -1.725***

Constant 24.976*** 18.767*** 24.101*** 35.377*** 30.792*** -3.328

Sample size 72 67 70 66 60 60

Number of bankrupt
banks

36 37 38 36 34 31

χ2 53.918*** 32.171*** 38.395*** 54.333*** 46.231*** 43.383***

-2 Log Likelihood 45.895 59.978 58.130 36.617 35.877 39.728

Cox and Snell R2 0.527 0.381 0.422 0.561 0.537 0.515

Nagelkerke R2 0.703 0.510 0.564 0.750 0.721 0.687

Hosmer and
Lemeshow Test

0.714 0.437 0.991 0.383 0.971 0.547

Specificity 86.10% 80.00% 81.30% 90.00% 88.50% 79.30%

Sensitivity 88.90% 81.10% 84.20% 86.10% 85.30% 87.10%

Overall prediction
accuracy

87.50% 80.60% 82.90% 87.90% 86.70% 83.30%

ROC area 0.940*** 0.804*** 0.843*** 0.954*** 0.939*** 0.931***

*** 1% level, ** 5% level, * 10% level

Table 3: The results of logistic regression of the baseline model with bank size variable –
subsample approach

There are slight differences in the obtained results of explanatory variables impact and
significance between the baseline model and the one with the bank size variable. Thus, a
discussion of research findings concentrates on the better-fitted models i.e. those with the logA
(Table 3).

It is evident that a lower capital ratio (E A) signals increased chances for bank bankruptcy
one year prior to such an event (at 5% significance level) and vice versa. This finding is
equivalent to most of the reviewed surveys in section 2. However, five years before the failure,
the opposite impact was recorded, which means that banks having sizeable capital holdings
certainly build them up for the asset growth and risk accumulation purpose (Figure 2), which is
in line with the capital buffer theory [24]. Imprudent and speedy growth enlarges the odds for
bank bankruptcy, directly through poor business achievements and indirectly via the meltdown
of bank solvency due to incapability to rebuild bank capital in a time lag, e.g. [15], [29].
Nevertheless, due to a marginal impact (at 10% level) of the solvency ratio for the t and t-
5, the H-1 hypothesis (H-1: Higher bank capital increases the chances for bank survival in
the year preceding the bankruptcy, but also increases the chances for bank bankruptcy several
years prior to bankruptcy) is accepted with caution. Comparable findings regarding the distinct
connection of capital ratios with bank failures, several years prior to troubles (positive linkage)
and closer to the failure moment (negative linkage), are demonstrated by Cole and White
[9] for US commercial banks in the pre-global financial crisis period and during its outbreak
(2007/2008).
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Figure 2: Mean values of E A. Figure 3: Mean values of asset quality variable
(LLR NIR).

Poor asset quality (LLR NIR) explains bank bankruptcy several years before and in the year
of bankruptcy occurrence (Figure 3). Higher loan loss reservations usually mirror higher credit
risk [1], loan quality deterioration with a consequent cosmetic regulatory capital enlargement
[25], and signal a higher probability of bank default [4], [1], [25], [8], rather than representing
conservative provisioning policy, being a source of strength against subsequent losses, and having
negative correlations with bank failures [9], [21]. Furthermore, a higher share of loans in the
asset portfolio (L A) speaks in favour of bank survival, as in e.g. [8], [20], and confirms the
stability in its core activity of approving loans (Figure 4). This means that such a bank: 1)
embraces profit opportunities from the real economy and supports its borrowers by performing
its credit function, 2) does not have significant loan charge-offs, which decrease the ratio, which
altogether confirms its reasonable credit risk-taking policy, 3) does not store excessive asset
liquidity, nor is involved in some riskier securities holdings. In addition, such a bank might
rely more on the long-term wholesale funding (for which a good bank credit rating is a must),
which is in line with the negative impact of the loan to deposits (L D) ratio for the bankruptcy
occurrence. Negative results for the asset liquidity to deposits ratio (LIQ DEP) for most of the
observed period confirm once again the importance of adequate liquidity management for bank
survival or the so-called balanced liquidity management strategy, which means maintaining
some liquidity stored in assets and having some long-term wholesale funding. However, in the
year of bank failure, the coefficient sign is positive, as comparable to e.g. [8], which is expected
as only a bank with sufficient asset liquidity has a higher chance for survival when bank troubles
are revealed. Borrowing liquidity on the interbank loan and deposit market is impossible in
case of deterioration of bank credit capacity, for which reason finding strategic partners or
having an active lender of last resort are the only way outs. In addition, a rapid increase
in this indicator might be a consequence of significant withdrawal of core deposits (Figure 5)
and conversion of assets into liquidity via asset fire sales. When looking at asset composition
and liquidity indicators estimations, some deviations from usual theoretical expectations and
empirical results are noticed. Namely, higher asset liquidity and lower credit exposure are
assumed to be beneficial for bank financial health [19], [21], while wholesale i.e. unstable
funding, is brought in line with increased default odds [23], [19], [9], [4], [22]. However, a
dynamic approach in interpreting financial ratios is necessary, as they can be quite diverse in the
years preceding the bankruptcy and rapidly change at the point of its disclosure. Furthermore,
previous empirical evidence regarding the influence of some variables, such as liquidity ratios
is mixed and inconclusive [8]. Based on the results from Table 2, operative efficiency indicators
(NONINTEXP A and C I, Figure 6) also indicate lower bankruptcy chances, while having a
higher net interest margin (NIM AVG, Figure 7) is required to cover the operative and allocative
(asset quality) inefficiency. Persistency and the magnitude of results for bank size (logA) impose
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Figure 4: Mean values of L A and L D.
Figure 5: Mean values of LIQ DEP.

Figure 6: Mean values of operative efficiency
ratios. Figure 7: Mean values of ROA and NIM AVG

the necessity of separate examinations of bank failures/bankruptcy for the large-sized banks
and the other ones in the future, as larger banks have lower default probability [19], [1].

4. Conclusion

This cross-country analysis, which encompassed the EU-15 countries in the period prior to the
global financial crisis, confirms the beneficial role of bank capital for the commercial banks’
survival one year preceding the bank bankruptcy. However, the impact and predictive power
of capital holdings vary between the years prior to the bank failure, as five years prior to
bankruptcy occurrence it decreases the odds for the bank survival. Thus, higher capital sur-
pluses build several years before the bank bankruptcy are obviously goaled for an imprudent
bank growth in the years to follow, since poor credit quality, insufficient credit activity, and
maintaining sizeable asset liquidity/deposits withdrawal are clearly connected with the bank
bankruptcy. In addition, bank size variable tremendously contributes to the going concern in
the business of banking. Whether the higher capital requirements are a precondition for en-
abling an earlier adopted strategy of granting riskier loans or the capital regulation is a trigger
for the increased asset risk-taking requires additional examinations, as well as an investigation
into the linkages between bank solvency and other aspects of bank management performance
such as cost-efficiency and profitability. Namely, bank capital level is only a reflection of the
overall banking strategy and surely is not the only contributing factor to the poor asset quality,
as it is often suggested in the literature against the bank capital requirements. Therefore, more
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attention in early warning signals of bank failures should be dedicated to the loan portfolio
structure, concentration exposures, loan growth, provisioning policies, and bank profit compo-
sition, as well as their nexus with the capital requirements level. With a more detailed approach
to the quality and sustainability of bank assets and financial gains and their broader connec-
tion to the capital requirements regulation, more appropriate, fine-tuned and certainly more
frequent discretionary macroprudential measures could be implemented to prevent individual
bank failures and preserve the banking sector stability. Special attention should be payed to the
systemically important banks, which do not bankrupt, but certainly enlarge the systemic risk.
More detailed analyses of their regulatory capital, performance, and vulnerabilities should be
constantly estimated, whereas the definition of failure should be sensitive to even small deteri-
orations in running a business. In short, a sufficient capital level makes banks robust to sudden
shocks and long-lasting crisis times but cannot be a substitute or excuse for a poor business
conduct. Finally, predicting bank failures might be a challenging task in the future since the
loan moratorium measures imposed during the coronavirus crisis delay loan provisioning and
cause recognition of losses in a time lag, which might blur the picture about the drivers of
bank failures. The aforementioned points might serve as a solid path for future research, as
the present one obviously suffers from insufficiently detailed financial indicators and lacks a
more frequent data input instead of having year-end observations. Despite those limitations,
the novelty of this study is recognized in hypothesizing diverse effects of bank capital level for
their survival chances in the years preceding bank bankruptcy and at the point of its disclosure,
thus confirming the validity of the capital buffer theory in bank bankruptcy predictions.
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Abstract. Research of travel distance on single - depot position in warehouse is tremendous. This
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1. Introduction

In the early year 2020, market competition becomes tougher on the global economy, affecting
the financial and supply chain operations [1]. During this era, companies have been seeking the
way to cope and deal with this condition, not only in finance but also operations. Efficiency
and effectiveness are the keys to mitigate this competition. Cutting operations costs by down-
sizing labor, preventing unnecessary overtime, closing unprofitable business outlets, decreasing
trucking rents, rescheduling supplier’s payment, and debt restructuring is a common strategy
for most companies to increase efficiency. This strategy must be optimized in order to achieve
an ideal condition and harmonized working environment. One of the supply chain operations
is warehousing activities. The main warehouse activities include receiving, transfer and put
away, order picking / selection, accumulation / sortation, cross-docking and shipping. Order
picking, which is the process of retrieving products from storage or buffer areas in response to
a specific customer request, is the most labor intensive operation in warehouses with manual
systems and a very capital intensive operation in warehouses with automated systems. The
cost of order picking reaches 55% of the total operating expense in warehouse [2]. There are
five main activities in order picking: to set up, pick, search, travel, and others such as ob-
taining the pick list and emptying the pick carrier. Traveling activity consumes about 50% of
the total order-picking time [3, 4]. Reducing order picking time means increasing efficiency.
The efficiency of the order picking process depends on the size of warehouse, picking systems,

http://www.hdoi.hr/crorr-journal ©2021 Croatian Operational Research Society
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storage strategies, layout strategies and routing strategies. The layout strategy covers place of
the depot, number of blocks, size of the aisles, standard and non-standard layout configuration
and rack combinations. The depot strategy analysis shows that the most effective strategy is
picking in a middle depot and the combined route strategy is the best one in Very Narrow Aisle
(VNA) [5, 6, 7] concluded that the best depot location is in the middle of the front cross aisle
and valid for several routing heuristics under random storage conditions. The chosen routing
strategy has a direct impact on the length (distance) and travel time of the tour. Good routing
strategies have successfully proved that it can decrease travel time around 30%. Reduction
of the travel (walking or driving) distance has a significant impact on the total order picking
time [8]. Those studies mentioned above focus on a single depot in a warehouse. In this paper,
the research objective is to study the effect of two depot positions on travel distance, then the
results are compared to single depot position in order picking problem. One position occurs
when receiving and shipping dock are at the same location (one depot) and the other position
occurs when receiving and shipping docks are in the opposite locations (two depots). Depots
are located at receiving and shipping areas because both the receiving and shipping areas of
a warehouse are critical to its successful operation [9]. The TSP concept and optimization
method - B&B algorithm will be applied to this OPP study.

2. Methodology and data

2.1. Description of Problem Instance

The study was conducted on two different positions of depots in one block and two blocks
warehouses in which the pick locations were randomly chosen. The warehouse was made of
narrow vertical aisles and horizontal cross aisles. The depots were located at receiving and
shipping areas, so that the following conditions occured. Receiving and shipping areas were
located at the same dock, thus the depots were at the same dock too. The position of the depot
was in the middle. In this case, the picker entered and exited through the same depot. See
Figure 1. This is called U-flow configuration.

Figure 1: Receiving and Shipping docks are at the same dock (one depot)
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The receiving and shipping areas were located at the opposite docks, then one depot was at
the receiving area and another one was at the shipping area. In this case, the picker started at
the receiving depot, picked the items, then exited at the shipping depot. Both receiving and
shipping positions were in the middle, see Figure 2. This is called flow-through configuration.
The effects of these depot positions on travel distance were tested with the same pick list that
had the same block, number of pick locations, and position. Hence, the position of the depot
that had shorter distance would be found.The total picking location in this study was 100.

Figure 2: Receiving and Shipping docks are in opposite position (two depots)

The total distance was calculated by measuring distance between picking locations. TSP
concept was applied [10] and optimization methods – exact approach was used to get the
shortest distance. The TSP was OPP; the salesman was the order picker who was responsible
to pick the products from their locations according to the picking list; and cities or towns were
items or products to collect. Each square indicates picking location and the width was 1; aisle
width was 2; cross aisle width was 3. The length of each aisle was the same whilst the number
of aisles were varied in this study.

2.2. Application of TSP on OPP

In the literature, TSP is classified as a NP-hard problem; likewise, TSP and Order Picking are
closely related. A picking problem is defined by the warehouse – picking location and picking
list. Picking list is a set of products described by their locations in the warehouse. Manual order
picking has mainly focused on economic performance measures such as the shortest distance
and time. Increasing economic performance can be done by robots, but not applicable in small
to medium size companies. Then the purpose of routing picking is to get the shortest and most
efficient picking [11, 12, 13].
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OF = Min

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

dij xij ;

n∑
j=1

xij = 1; i = 1, · · · , n

n∑
i=1

xij = 1; j = 1, · · · , n

xij = 0 or 1

(1)

Where OF is Objective Function; dij is distance from i to j; in this study, d is the distance
from picking location i to picking location j; n is the number of picking locations and Xij is
binary variables. Since Xij can take only 0 or 1, then this problem has a finite number of
solution [14].

2.3. Exact Approach – B&B Algorithm

The TSP : given a list of cities and distance matrix from each city to the other cities, then
find the shortest distance that visits each city only once and returns to the starting city. The
methods for solving the TSP usually can be divided into three basic components: a starting
point, a solution generation scheme, and a termination rule. When the termination rule is such
that the iteration stops if and only if a tour is optimal, then the method is exact. The branch
and bound algorithm for the traveling salesman problem uses a branch and bound tree, like
the branch and bound algorithms for the knapsack problem and for solving integer programs.
B&B algorithm is a fundamental and widely used methodology for producing exact or optimal
solutions to NP-hard optimization problems. It creates and prunes the nodes, and this happens
in a recursive way. The B&B finds out all possible optimum solutions, and the minimum cost
of the city is branched [15]. This algorithm has three main components: branching, bounding
and selecting the next node. The pseudocode for the branch and bound algorithm is listed in
Figure 3 below [16]:

Figure 3: Pseudocode for B&B algorithm.

To solve the optimization problem as P, B&B iteratively builds a search tree T of subprob-
lems. Thus, the subsets of the search space set a list L of unexplored problems (line 1) and
initialize the incumbent solution. Then, a subproblem S from L to explore is selected (line
3). At each iteration, the algorithm selects a new subproblem S ⊆ X to explore from a list L
of unexplored sub problems; if a solution (called a candidate incumbent) can be found with a
better objective value than (i.e., the incumbent solution is updated. On the other hand, if it
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can be proven that no solution in S has a better objective value than (i.e., ∀x ∈ S, f(x) ≥ f()),
the subproblem is pruned (or fathomed), and it is terminal (line 4 and 5). Branching strategy
affects the number of children and partitions the way the subproblem do (line 6). Otherwise,
child subproblems are generated by partitioning S, S1, S2, ..., Sr, which are then inserted into T
into an exhaustive (but not necessarily mutually exclusive) set of subproblems. Once no unex-
plored subproblem remains, the best incumbent solution is returned; since subproblems are only
fathomed if they contain no solution better than, it must be the case that ∈ argminx ∈ X f(x).

2.4. Framework of research

The following Figure 4 is a framework to do the research which focuses on the comparison of
total distance between warehouses with one depot and two depots by applying TSP on OPP.
To calculate the total distance, one needs to create the symmetric distance matrix n+1 or n+2
containing minimal distance between two picking locations or between picking location and the
depot. Matrix n + 1 is for one depot and matrix n + 2 is for two-depots warehouse where n
is the number of picking locations in a pick list. The followings are some useful terminologies
[17, 18]:

- A block contains all locations between two cross aisles.

- A sub aisle contains all items of one aisle in one block and the two intersections surrounding
them.

- A depot is input / output point where in one depot condition, a picker starts and ends
at the same depot; and in two-depot condition, a picker starts at one depot and ends at
another depot.

Figure 4: Framework of Research
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In this study, the researches assume that:

1. One pick list is done by one picker.

2. One stock keeping unit (SKU) is placed on one picking location.

3. Every pick list consist of SKU where location visit are randomly selected.

4. The position of depot is in the middle of side.

5. The picker walks in the middle of aisle and when the picker is picking, the position of the
picker is in the centre of pick location.

6. The distance between two locations is the shortest distance even there are more than one
alternatives

7. The distance from point i to point j is the same with the distance from point j to point
i, in other words .the TSP is a symmetric TSP.

The effects of depot position were studied on one block and two block warehouses with various
aisles and pick locations. For the pick locations, the picking time was limited to 30 because of
time consideration [19].

3. Results and Discussion

The performance of the distance between one depot and two depots is processed by computer
system i5, 8GB, x64 based processor and by using exact algorithm – B&B algorithm in Lingo
18.0 program; then the results are compared as follows:

Warehouse Depot Aisles Location visit Distance

One Block

One Depot

5 15 91
5 30 94
10 15 105
10 30 140

Two Depots

5 15 91
5 30 35
10 15 106
10 30 144

Two Blocks
One Depot

5 25 160
10 25 170

Two Depots
5 25 162
10 25 178

Table 1: Distance comparison between one depot and two depot OPP

From Table 1, it can be seen that when the number of aisles increases and the number of
location visits are stable, the distance increases. Similarly, when the number of aisles is stable
but the location visits increase, the distance increases as well. In other words, the distance
increases when the number of aisles or the number of location visits increases. This happens
for both one block and two block warehouses.

From Table 2 and Figure 5, the distance of one depot for order picking is compared to two
depots. The difference between them is less than 5%. The difference increases when the number
of aisles or location visits increases.
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Warehouse Aisles Location visit
Distance

One depot Two depot Difference(%)

One Block

5 15 91 91 0.00
5 30 94 95 1.06
10 15 105 106 0.95
10 30 140 144 2.85

Two Blocks
5 25 160 162 3.33
10 25 170 178 4.71

Table 2: Distance gap between one depot and two depots

Figure 5: Aisles, Pick Locations, Total Distance in One Block Warehouse

Figure 6: Flow of Two Block One Depot Figure 7: Flow of Two Depots Warehouse
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As the distance between one depot and two depots are found and compared, the sequence
between them were studied. The sequence and the total length are as follows:

- Two blocks, one depot warehouse (Figure 6): 26 – 20 – 21 – 8 – 9 – 7 – 4 – 6 – 5 – 18 –
19 – 17 – 16 – 14 – 15 – 2 – 3 – 1 – 10 – 11 – 12 – 13 – 25 – 24 – 23 – 22 – 26 = 160

- Two blocks, two depots warehouse (Figure 7): 26 – 20 – 21 – 8 – 9 – 7 – 4 – 6 – 5 – 18 –
19 – 17 – 16 – 14 – 15 – 2 – 3 – 1 – 12 – 13 – 25 – 24 – 23 – 22 – 11 – 10 – 27 = 162

The sequence for picking in a two-depots position is not much different than that in one-depot.
In this case, only one-third of total location visits are different. In this study, one has to choose
the shorter one, then one depot is better than two depots, even it does not exceed more than
5%. Practically, most media and small enterprises implement the S-shape routing for picker and
yield in distance 171 for one-depot two block and 162 for two-depot two block warehouses in
distance. This is because S-shape is easy to execute. The routing itself tends to be a combined
routing method. This route has a clear pattern which may reduce the time spent by order
pickers on searching for locations and reduce the risk of pick errors as well.

In some cases, one pick list may have more than 30 location visits or whether 60 or 80
location visits, especially in the peak season then the time needed to solve the problems is not
convenient anymore by the exact approach, because it needs hours per case. It will be more
economical to use the approximate method – heuristics algorithm such as simulated annealing
(SA) and tabu search (TS). Table 3 and 4 show us distance and time process comparison between
B&B, SA, and TS:

Warehouse
Aisles - Loc. to

be picked
B&B SA TS

Distance Distance % Diff Distance % Diff

One Block

5 - 15 91 92 1.10% 91 0.00%
5 - 30 94 105 11.70% 101 7.45%
10 - 15 105 105 0.00% 107 1.90%
10 - 30 140 144 2.86% 144 2.86%

Two Blocks
5 - 25 160 166 3.75% 166 3.75%
10 - 25 170 180 7.06% 170 0.00%

Table 3: Distance comparison between Exact (B&B) and Heuristics Approach (SA & TS)

Warehouse
Aisles - Loc. to

be picked
B&B SA TS

Time (s) Time (s) % Diff Time (s) % Diff

One Block

5 - 15 3.84 28.5 642.19% 20.22 426.56%
5 - 30 6562 30.72 -99.53% 63.67 -99.03%
10 - 15 0.33 23.22 6936.36% 17.27 5133.33%
10 - 30 >86,400 30.13 - 62.53 -

Two Blocks
5 - 25 1.98 26.77 1252.02% 44.73 2159.09%
10 - 25 270 30.77 -88.60% 43.98 -83.71%

Table 4: Time process comparison between Exact (B&B) and Heuristics Approach (SA & TS)

For the pick list which has more than 25 location visits, it is more beneficial in time to use
approximate method than the exact method. Meanwhile, for the distance, the results of SA are
different from exact method around 4.4% on average and the TS around 2.7%. In this case, TS
algorithm is better than SA. The rank for each method in both distance and time is:
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- Distance from the shortest to the longest: B&B – TS – SA

- Time from the fastest to the slowest: SA – TS – BB

To minimize the distance and time spent, one can also place SKU that has a lot of movement
of frequently visits at the best locations according to the depot position one has, or in other
words, the greatest convenient locations, as seen in the following figure which are remarked
with darker colour:

Figure 8: More convenient locations are in one depot and two depots remarked by darker colour
[20]

4. Conclusion

Many researchers have been focusing on the travel distance of single depot warehouses, but
some enterprises have two-depot warehouses. In this paper, the effects of two-depot position on
travel distance have been studied. By using TSP concept and exact method – B&B algorithm,
the findings indicate that total distance for order picking problem in one depot is shorter than
two depots both for one block and two blocks warehouses, and the difference is less than 5%.
The sequences of location visits for one depot and two depots are similar, which are about two
thirds from the total location visits. The total distance is also compared using approximate
methods – SA and TS which show that the differences are less than 5%. For the order picking
problem that has more than 25 location visits, one needs to consider applying an approximate
method to get the solution faster as the difference becomes higher when the number of location
visits or aisles increases. For further research, the study can be extended to multiple pickers
and three-block warehouses to validate these findings.
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